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The Bose/Fermi Oscillators in a New Supersymmetric

Representation

Matthias Ihl, M.A.
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Supervisor: Cecile DeWitt-Morette

This work deals with the application of supermathematics to supersymmetrical

problems arising in physics. Some recent developments are presented in detail. A

reduction scheme for general supermanifolds to vector bundles is presented, which

significantly simplifies their mathematical treatment in a physical context. More

over, some applications of this new approach are worked out, such as the Fermi

oscillator.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Supersymmetry has developed into an important tool for both physicists and mathe

maticians. The mathematics underlying supersymmetry is called supermathematics,

introduced in the nineteen-sixties by the Russian mathematician F.A. Berezin, [10].

When someone starts working with supermathematics, one soon finds that there

are many different concepts in literature which are not quite compatible with each

other.

The most important ones, at least for this work, are the approaches to supermath

ematics by Bryce DeWitt, [3], Theodore Voronov, [8] and Pierre Cartier. All these

authors have the fundamentals in common (such as the Grafimann algebra of anti-

commuting variables), but they differ quite a lot in the definition of "superobjects"

like superfunctions, supervectorspaces and so on.

Beside this, a lot of the issues, arising when trying to apply supermathematics to,

possibly supersymmetric, models in physics, are not yet settled.

First and foremost, no mathematically rigorous measure has been developed for

path integration over the space of paths living on a supermanifold. Pierre Cartier's

recent work turns out to be very promising especially in this context of supersym

metry and functional integration.
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The content of this work can be divided into three subdivisions.

I present and discuss several issues addressed both by B. DeWitt, Th. Voronov

and others, trying to clarify the relations among the different approaches to super-

mathematics with the goal of using the elements which turn out to be most useful

for supersymmetric applications in physics (chapters 2 and 4). This includes the

detailed review and discussion of B. DeWitt 's Fermi oscillator ([3]) carried out in

chapter 3.

Secondly, I wanted to work out some of the recent ideas of P. Cartier towards su

permathematics, which he presented to Cecile DeWitt-Morette at ecole normale

superieure in Paris and also to our group during his stay at the University of Texas

in April 2001 (chapters 6, 8, 9, 10 and in part chapter 5). The new idea of Cartier is

to employ de-Rham- and chain complexes and the operators acting on them to build

objects which are reminiscient of Fockspaces in quantum field theory. Furthermore,

it can be shown that general supermanifolds (used for the mathematical description

of supersymmetric physics) can always be reduced to symmetric supermanifolds.

These are basically (co) tangent bundles on which the parity of the fiber has been

changed (chapters 5 and 6). The advantage of this reduction is obvious: General su

permanifolds are mathematically challenging, the symmetric supermanifolds being

similiar to (co) tangent bundles are better understood and thus easier to deal with.

Chapters 8, 9 and 10 actually contain a somewhat simplified treatment of Cartier's

approach which works well for simple models such as the Fermi oscillator.

Finally, justifying the title of this thesis, I have worked out some applications of

Pierre Cartier's work, concerning the Fermi oscillator model and its extension to

the SUSY-oscillator as well as the supersymmetric Fockspace in this framework.

This part of the work is presented in chapter 7.

Last but not least I have tried to include an appendix which is helpful to readers

which are not familiar with the subject and the mathematical basics (calculus on
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manifolds, fiber bundles ...) needed therefore.

Appendix A is titled "Mathematical Toolbox" providing some of the mathematical

foundations on which all this is based.

Appendix B summarizes some proofs mostly used in chapter 8, and appendix C

comprises a list of symbols and notations, which were, hopefully, consistently used

throughout the text.
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Chapter 2

Supermathematics I

Supermathematics is an extension of "ordinary" mathematics by incorporating an-

ticommuting objects. These objects, which are often called Grafimann parameters,

together with ordinary c(ommuting)-numbers, generate an algebra, whose elements

will be called supernumbers. From there we will be able to introduce natural ex

tensions of notions well known in classical fields of mathematics (i.e. linear algebra

and analysis), for which the prefix super- will be used all over the place. Examples

are: supermanifolds, supervectors, superdeterminants and so on and so forth. The

development of supermathematics has been crucial for modern theoretical physics,

as it turns out that for the correct mathematical description of fermions or more

specifically fermionic fields in QFT, anticommuting objects are needed and there

fore the whole apparatus of supermathematics. We will discuss the approach of

B. DeWitt ([3]) in this chapter, because it is necessary to understand the Fermi

oscillator representation of Bryce DeWitt presented in chapter 3. Moreover it is

the most general and mathematically appealing theory of supermathematics. As I

will explain in chapter 4, physicists often work in a different, more specialized rep

resentation of supermathematics, because it sometimes simplifies the calculations.

Therefore chapter 4 is devoted to explain the various differences (for example in
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the definitions of superfunctions and supermanifolds) of the approaches of Bryce

DeWitt on one hand and T.Voronov ([8]) and Pierre Cartier on the other hand. I

will use elements of both in this work, always trying to simplify the mathematics

for a specific problem as much as possible.

2.1 Supernumbers

In this section the basic properties of supernumbers will be defined and discussed.

2.1.1 The Grafimann algebra

Definition 2.1.1 Let (a, with a {1,... ,N}, be the set of generators for an

algebra, which anticommute:

CV = -C^CQ, (2.1)

or, introducing different notations,

{C*,C0} = Ka,Cfi]+ = O1 v<*,/3e{l,...,AT}. (2.2)

This algebra is called a Grafimann algebra, denoted by An, or in the case N > oo,

Aoo-

Remark 2.1.1 This immediately implies ((a)2 = 0. In other words, the generators

of the Grafimann algebra are nilpotent.

The elements 1, Ca, CaC^> >
where the indices in all products have to be different,

form an infinite dimensional basis for A^. When N is finite, the sequence terminates

with C1 C^ t form an 2^-dimensional basis of A^.

Remark 2.1.2 An and A^ form linear vector spaces of 2N and oo dimensions,

respectively (under addition and multiplication over the field of complex numbers).
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2.1.2 The numbers formally known as supernumbers

Definition 2.1.2 Elements of An or A^ are called supernumbers, denoted by z.

They can be decomposed in the following way:

z = zB + zSl (2.3)

where zb, called the body, is an ordinary complex number and zs, called the soul, is

given by

AT/oo

*S
= E ^cai...anCa" ...Cai, cai...a G C. (2.4)

71=1

Remark 2.1.3 It is understood that we have to sum over all a\ . . . aN G {1, . . .

, iV}.

It is often more convenient to impose some ordering prescription on the C,'s and

therefore get rid of the factorial ^ . It is a general convention to use capital letter

An...A\ for an ordered sequence.

Lemma 2.1.1 \/z G AN : z%+l = 0.

Theorem 2.1.1 Let z G AN. Then (az = 0, Va implies z = <x . . . (N . Now let

z G Acq. Then (az = 0, Va implies z = 0.

Theorem 2.1.2 Let z G A^/^ with zb ^ 0. Its unique inverse is given by:

N/oo / x n

,-1 _ _-l V^ / ZS

'E {-%) (2-5)Z =ZB
^

.

Remark 2.1.4 i^Vom i/zzs expression we can easily read off that supernumbers only

have an inverse if zb is nonvanishing (especially purely a-type objects do not have

an inverse). Therefore the supernumbers do not form a field (like R or C), but only

a ring.
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Definition 2.1.3 There is another useful decomposition of a supernumber z:

z = u + v (2.6)

N/oo N/oo

-

Zfi+L (2n)!
1"'a2n

*

^ (2n + l)!
1"'a2n+1 '"^ '

n=\ n=0
^ '

> / v
v

'

u v

Remark 2.1.5 The c-numbers u commute with all z G An/oo- The set of all c-

numbers is denoted by Cc. On the other hand, an a-number v anticommutes with

all other a-numbers v' : {v,v'} = 0. The set of all a-numbers is denoted by Ca-

Observe that Cc is closed under multiplication, while Ca is not (an a-type object

times another a-type object gives a c-type object). For An, the dimensions of Cc

and Ca are 2N~X and Cc U Ca = An-

2.1.3 Complex conjugation and real supernumbers

Definition 2.1.4 The generators of the Grafimann algebra are real, (CQ)* = C-

Definition 2.1.5 Complex conjugation for supernumbers is defined by the rules:

(z + z')* = z* + z* (2.7)

(**')* = *'V (2.8)

(Cai---Cn)* = Cn---Cai- (2-9)

As for ordinary numbers, z will be said to be real if z* = z and imaginary if z* = z.

Remark 2.1.6 A supernumber is real only if body and soul are both real. The soul

is real if and only if the coefficients c0l...o in (2-4) are rea^ for \n{n ~

1) even and

imaginary for \n{n 1) odd. This becomes clear if one considers the sign picked up

by reordering the generators after complex conjugation (\n[n 1) is the number of

reorderings necessary).

Definition 2.1.6 The real supernumbers form the subsets Rc and Ra of Cc and

Ca, respectively. The subset Rc U Ra C An/^ will be denoted by An/oo
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2.1.4 Parity of supernumbers

Definition 2.1.7 It is useful to define the parity of a supernumber z, denoted by z:

z= <

1 Vz G Ca

0 Vz G Cc (2.10)

undefined Votherwise

One can extend the definition for objects constructed of supernumbers. An a-type

object has parity 1, whereas a c-type object has parity 0.

Throughout the text we will often use the following convenient notation,

rather than using commutators and anticommutators:

Definition 2.1.8 The supercommutator of two supernumber-valued objects A and

B is defined by:

[A, B]
= AB- {-l)A&BA. (2.11)

Remark 2.1.7 For pure objects A,B the supercommutator is always [A, B] = 0.



2.2 Functions on supernumbers

Definition 2.2.1 Let A^/oo be a Grafimann algebra and f : C -> C an analytic

(C00-)function (in the case AN, N finite, Ct+1 is sufficent). Then the extension

of f on A^/oo is given by:

/W= E^/(n)(^)"* (2-12)
71=0

where f^ is the nth derivative of f .

Definition 2.2.2 Let Aqq be a Grafimann algebra and f a function f : A^ -+ A^.

Then f is called a superanalytic function, if

<VM =<!*(/(*)) =

(/(*)JW (2.13)

Remark 2.2.1 The A^- extended functions defined in (2.12) are always superana

lytic.

Definition 2.2.3 The notion of derivation of superfunctions can be introduced as

follows:

1-
qfz

is a linear operator.

2- {(Kw) = l and [w^) = L

J-

dc 2^K [dCK) ds
ana

dc
~

2^*W \W)

Theorem 2.2.1 The only possible superanalytic functions f : Ca -> Aqq are at

most linear:

f(v) =a + b-v, (2.14)

where a,b G Aqq. It does not have any singularities in Ca.
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Theorem 2.2.2 The superanalytic functions f : Cc - A^ have the general form:

oo
1

f(U) = Y,^fai...aMCn.-.<;a\ (2.15)
n-0

with u G Cc and fai...an superanalytic functions as defined in (2.12).

Remark 2.2.2 Let / : Ca -> Aqq 6e a superanalytic functions as defined in (2.14)

and let b be decomposed into commuting and anticommuting parts: b = bc + ba.

Then:

dv

and

f{v) = bc-ba (2.16)

<d
f(v)Tr = bc + ba- (2.17)dv

For the second derivative, we have

Remark 2.2.3 Some general rules for derivatives:

I'<>= <

/Mi

-/()!

for/ : Ca -) Ca

for/ : Ca -> Cc

, /wl for/ : Ca -> Aoo

(2.19)

2.3 Vector spaces on supernumbers

2.3.1 Some general remarks on (super)vector spaces

Definition 2.3.1 A vector space in the original sense is defined to be a module

over a field, e.g. an abelian group G together with a field F and a scalar product

GxF^G.
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Again, there are two different approaches to generalize and extend the notion

of vector spaces to supernumbers. In both cases the generators (Grafimann vari

ables) and products of generators span the basis of the super vector space. Voronov

([8]) treats the supernumbers themselves as elements of a supervector space. In this

case, the coefficients (coordinates) of a supervector are complex (X1 G C). We will

discuss this approach in more detail later, as it turns out, that it is more useful for

our business than the other one. For now we will work out B. DeWitt 's approach.

He introduces the supervector space as a module over the ring of supernumbers

(Aqo is not a field). Therefore the coordinates are in general X1 G Aqq. This is more

general (it incorporates the first approach as a subspace) and it is needed for the

Fermi oscillator discussed in the next chapter.

2.3.2 Supervector spaces according to B. DeWitt

Definition 2.3.2 A supervector space a is a module over a ring: Let Ajy/oo be a

Grafimann algebra and let a be an abelian group endowed with the mappings axa >

a, An/oo x ~ *" G and a ~ * a w^ ^e following properties:

1. (<r, +) is an abelian group:

(VX,Yea): (+(X, Y)
= X + Y = Y + X), satisfying:

(+) is associative

neutral element: (30) (VX G a) : (X + 0 = X)

inverse element: (E X G a) : (X + X 0)

2. multiplication of a supervector with a supernumber:

(3oclj oir : An/oo x a -^ a) : {aL(X) = aX, oir{X) - Xa) satisfying:

both maps are linear

normalization: (WX G a) : IX = X,XI = X

11



associativity: (VX G a; a,/3 G Aw/oo) : (aX)/? = a(X/3) = aI/3

multiplication with a c-number: (VX G a, a G Cc) : aX = Xa

decomposition in even part U and odd part V:

(VX G a){3umqueU,V G cr)(Va G Ca) : X = U + V,aU = Ua, aV =

-Vq.

5. complex conjugation of a supervector:

(3* : a -> cj) wit/i (VX G cr) :* (X) = X* w'i/i properties:

X** = X

(x + y)* = x* + y*

(Va G A^/oo) : (oX)* = X*a*, (la)* = a*X*.

2.3.3 Bases of supervector spaces

Definition 2.3.3 Let {^e} be a discrete set of supervectors in a supervector space

a. Then {^e} is called a basis of the supervector space if and only if clie = 0 implies

c{ = 0 Vz, and (VX G AiV/oo)(3 unique X{ G A^/oo) : X = X\e.

Remark 2.3.1 Our summation convention is an extended version of the standard

convention: Summation is performed over indices that are in upper-lower and left-

right position relatively to each other. For example, there is no summation over i

in the expression iXie.

Definition 2.3.4 The basis {^e} of a finite dimensional supervector space a is called

pure, if the ie's can be decomposed in m c-type supervectors if and n a-type super-

vectors ig:

*e = if + ig, Vi, (2.20)

where if = iMjje and ig = iN^e such that iMj , iNj are unique supernumbers.

12



Remark 2.3.2 The total dimension of a supervector space with (m,n)-basis is d =

m + n.

Definition 2.3.5 A pure basis will be called standard basis, if de)* = (-l)%e;

namely all c-type elements of the basis are real, whereas all the a-type elements are

imaginary. The parity sign~ for supervectors is defined below.

Remark 2.3.3 Let X be a real supervector. Then:

X\e = {-VfieX1*, X'* = (-1)**X\ (2.21)

2.3.4 Parity of supervectors

Definition 2.3.6 Let X be a supervector decomposed in an even part U and an odd

part V : X = U + V. Then the parity X of X is defined by:

X= I

0 for V = 0

1 for U = 0 (2.22)

undefined otherwise

Definition 2.3.7 Let {;e} be a pure (m,n)-basis of a supervector space a. The

parity i of the index i is defined as:

~
~ f 0 if i < m

i = de) = < (2.23)
I 1 if i > m

Definition 2.3.8 A shifting convention for pure supervectors is given by:

{X = (-1)**X\ (2.24)

Remark 2.3.4 Shifting for impure objects is always done by shifting the pure parts

seperately. This is true in general, not only for supervectors.

13



2.3.5 Dual supervector spaces

Definition 2.3.9 Let a be a supervector space. Its dual space a* is the set of all

linear mapping u : a > Aqq, endowed with an inner product u(X) = Xui and the

following properties:

X{u + rj) = Xlj + Xt) (2.25)

X{au) =

(Xa)u (2.26)

X(ua) =

(Xu)a, (2.27)

where X G a, a/, 77 G a* and a G Aqq.

Definition 2.3.10 Some more properties are:

u(X + Y)
= uX + uY (2.28)

{u + r))X
= uX + nX. (2.29)

Theorem 2.3.1 Let ^e be s basis of a supervector space a. Then the basis e% of the

dual a* is defined (uniquely) by:

ie-ej=i6j. (2.30)

Moreover an element u G a* is uniquely determined by:

u = e\u (2.31)

w =
ieu. (2.32)

Definition 2.3.11 For dual basis vectors, we define

e{
= (-l)^e, (2.33)

le = e\ (2.34)

Remark 2.3.5 The dual of a pure basis is also pure, the dual to a standard basis

is also a standard basis. If dim(a) = (m,n), then dim(a*) = (771, n).

14



Remark 2.3.6 A standard basis of a* is characterized by:

eu = e\ (2.35)

that is, all the dual basis supervectors are real.

Lemma 2.3.1 For wGa* real, we obtain for the components (with respect to a

standard basis):

iu* = (-1)<*+1><W. (2.36)

Definition 2.3.12 In compliance with the shifting convention for supervectors, we

define a shifting convention for dual supervectors by:

Ui
= (-l)to+V (2.37)

This implies u>i
= iu* . For the inner product we get:

uX = {-1)XqXuj. (2.38)

2.3.6 Linear transformations

Definition 2.3.13 A supermatrix is a table of supernumbers. The body of a super-

matrix is the corresponding table of the bodies of the elements of the supermatrix.

The soul is the remainder.

Theorem 2.3.2 A square matrix is invertible (is nonsingular) if and only if its

body is nonsingular.

Let {^e} and {^e} be two bases of a supervector space a. A supervector

X = X\e is transformed into X = X%ie via X1 = X^jK\ where

Definition 2.3.14 K is a supermatrix of the form

A c\

K'1dbI (2'39)

15



Remark 2.3.7 If {%e} and {;e} are pure bases, then the elements of A and B are

c-type, whereas the elements of C and D are a-type. If {ie} and {ie} are standard

bases, then A, B, C ought to be real, and D is imaginary.

Definition 2.3.15 The parity K of a supermatrix K is defined by:

0 if^=5^ = 0AC^ = 5^ = l

K=\ 1 if Aij = B^i = 1 A Cij = Ihl = 0 (2.40)

undefined else

Remark 2.3.8 This means, that a matrix with parity 0 leaves the c/a-type structure

of a pure supervector invariant. Contrarily, a matrix with parity 1 interchanges the

positions of c- and a-type components of a pure supervector as shown below: ("o"

denotes a c-type block and "" denotes an a-type block)

Parity 0:

(;:)(:)=(:::::::)-(:)
Parity 1:

/ \o o + / Vo (2.42)

Definition 2.3.16 The supertransposed K~ of a supermatrix K can be defined by

the following relation:

{K~ = {-ly^jKK (2.43)

The supertransposed of a supermatrix of the form given by (2.39) is:

K~= \ ^ _ (2-44)
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Lemma 2.3.2 The supertransposed of a product is:

{KL)~ = L~K~. (2.45)

Remark 2.3.9 Supertransposition commutes with inversion:

{K-)-1 = {K~l)~' (2.46)

Definition 2.3.17 Index shifting conventions for supermatrices can be defined by:

iL~J = {-iyd+3)JL. (2.47)

iM?
= (-iy+~j+rj jMi (2.48)

*iV~J' = (-lfJ'N* (2.49)

and

Kj =

(-1)\K> (2.50)

Uj = % (2.51)

Mij
=

(-l)\Mj (2.52)

Nij = {Nj (2.53)

Remark 2.3.10 Note that with this conventions, K~~ K.

The last statement yields:

K^ = (-if'Kj1 (2.54)

V = (-lfjLji (2.55)

M~y = {-lfjMji (2.56)

N~*j = {-lfjNji. (2.57)
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2.3.7 Superdeterminants and all that

Definition 2.3.18 The supertrace is only defined for supermatrices with one lower

and one upper index: (This is the definition of B.DeWitt)

str(K) = *
_

_ (2.58
[ (-l)"Ki = (-l)iKii for K = iKj

Direct implications thereof:

^(I(m,n)) = tr{Im)-tr(ln) (2.59)

str(K~) = str(K) (2.60)

str(MN) = str(NM) (2.61)

str{M + N) = str(M) + str{N). (2.62)

Remark 2.3.11 For a supermatrix of the form (2.39) the supertrace is given by:

str{K) = tr(A)-tr{B). (2.63)

Definition 2.3.19 The superdeterminant is defined such that

5lnsdet(M) = str{M-l5M), (2.64)

together with the condition sdet(I(mn\)
= 1.

Therefore we obtain the following rules:

sdet(KM) = sdet{K) sdet{M) (2.65)

sdet(M~) = / Sd6t{M) "E^iMii

{-l)nsdet{M) for M G {'AfJ^Afj}

where n is the number of odd basis vectors in (m,n).

(2.66)

Remark 2.3.12 The superdeterminant of a supermatrix of form (2.39) is:

sdet(K) = det{A - CB~lD)(det{B))~l . (2.67)

(B must of course be nonsingular.)
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2.4 Integration on supernumbers

I will only give a brief introduction to integral calculus at this point, just as much

as is needed to be able to understand the calculations of the next chapter. Later on,

we will study integration in a lot more detail and in a somewhat different fashion.

Also, some conventions made in this section will be replaced by more useful ones

later.

We will only consider functions on the real subset Aqq of Aqq.

2.4.1 Basic definitions

Theorem 2.4.1 Let f be a continuation of an analytic function (see 2.12) f : Rc >

Aoo and F(x) the continuation of f f(x)dx. Then

b

f{x)dx = F{b)
-

F(a), (2.68)

with a, b G Rc nonsingular.

Definition 2.4.1 Let <?() be a superanalytic function f : Ra > A^. We know

from (2.14), that g() = a + b. The integral f g{^)d^ is completely defined by:

fd = 0 (2.69)

ft<% = Z, (2.70)

with the convention f d = Jd . Bryce DeWitt puts Z = (27ri)2 in ([3]), but

has later on adopted the convention by Cecile DeWitt-Morette.

Remark 2.4.1 For reasons of convenience, we will later on work with Z = (27ri) 2

(see chapter 4)-
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2.4.2 Delta distributions

Remark 2.4.2 We introduce B. DeWitt's old convention presented in [3]. In chap

ter 4 the following definitions will be restated to fit Cecile DeWitt-Morette 's conven

tion.

Definition 2.4.2 The 5 -distribution is defined (in general) by:

//KWOd:=/(0) (2.71)

Remark 2.4.3 The 5-distribution for x G Rc is given by:

S(x)
= i- / e^dp = -L Hm /" eipx~v2dp (2.72)

Remark 2.4.4 The 8-distribution for G Ra is given by

m = Z~xi (2.73)

where Z = (27ri) 2
.

Lemma 2.4.1 T/ie 5-distribution for x G Rc satisfies:

00
1

*(*) = E -5(n) (s*)*s = <*(-*) (2.74)
n=0

The integral over a ^-distribution in the case x G Rc is:

f f(x)6(x)dx = f(0) (2.75)

Remark 2.4.5 The 5-distribution for G Ra Aas /*e properties:

JRa

/ HQ6(t)d = /(0) (2.77)

There is one exception in the analogies:

*(-) = ^_1(-0 = S(Z)- (2.78)
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2.5 Line integrals in Rc

Let us consider the generalization of aC function of an ordinary real variable to

a differentiate function over Rc in the following way:

oo
1

/(*) = Er7/W(**)*3 (2-79)
71=0

Note that a differentiate function from Rc to Aqo is not necessarily required

to be the restriction of a superanalytic function over Cc. The presence of a soul

has little practical effect on the variety of functions. In this sense Rc is a harmless

generalization of its subspace R We could as well consider distributions over Rc

instead ofC functions in this context, because the notion of the derivative of a

distribution is well defined. Suppose we are interested in the value of the integral of

f over a certain contour completely lying within Rc. This value turns out to depend

only on the endpoints of the contour, if f is differentiable.

Proof: Let a, b G Rc and let xs be a smooth single-valued function of xb

(for simplicity). Let aB,bs denote the bodies of a and b, respectively, which are

assumed not to lie on singular points of any of the derivatives of f (denoted by f^).

Then:
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= E "1 /
B

f{n)(xB)xns(xB) [1 + -^-xs(xB)}dxB
_n

n- JaB .

axB

1 f^
n=0

n! ^

oo rb

parametrization by xb

00

/-ob

=

E/ /(n)(^)
n=0 JaB

oo

^
= E/ /(B)(**)

1 1 rl

^s(^) + ~a;5(SB)_XS(XB)

n=0JaB

rbs

/ /(as)

.xns{xB) + ,
>

-

n! (n + l)!da;B

n+l
4+i(^)

dzs

dxB

1 + i xs(xB)
dxB

dxs

n=0

n=l

oo

1 r

+Eta /<n"1)(6B)iS-/(B"1)(B)3
>aB

f"-lH*B)
1 A

+E^/("^)^4+Wd*B
n-

bB

as

Hzb) 1 + ~A xs{xB)
dxB

dxB

+ Tf^\fin'1HbB)^-fin-1)(aB)ansn. l

n=l

00

1 H

+E^T^/(")(^)^xri(,B)
n=l

v '

1 + i xs(xB)
dxB

dxB

dxB

dx\

fOB
= / /(**)

Jas

oo
1

n=l

rbB d
-

/ /(^sh zs(zb) d:zB
Jas d^s

rbB 1 r

= / f(xB)dxB + YJ^\f{n-l){bBWs-f^-l\aB)ans
JaB n=l

n-

= F(b)-F(a)
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Chapter 3

The Fermi Oscillator I

Bryce DeWitt's approach

3.1 Quantization rules for a superclassical system

3.1.1 Quantization

Starting from the superclassical dynamical system, one gets the corresponding quan

tum system by imposing a certain quantization rule or quantization rules. For in

stance, every dynamical variable 4>i gets replaced by a self-adjoint linear operator

4>i in such a way that the super Hilbert space on which these operators act yields a

representation of the operator superalgebra generated by the dynamical variables.

The operator superalgebra is determined by the quantization rule:

Wu <t>j] = i(&j 0j)pb = lGij (3-1)

where [ , ] denotes the supercommutator and { , )pb denotes the Peierls bracket,

defined by (3.7). Gij = G~^ G^ is called the supercommutator function. The
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advanced and retarded Green's functions Gf, are required to satisfy

i,S,kGki = -& (3.2)

where iS^ is the second functional derivative of the action functional. This equa

tion comes about if one investigates an infinitesimal displacement of S, using Green's

functions for solving the equations for Sfc, the change in fa due to the displacement

of S.

The linear operators are supposed to satisfy differential equations identical to the su

perclassical ones, given a particular choice of factor-ordering prescription to change

from the superclassical Gij to the quantum Gij. The operator superalgebra is con

structed in such a way that the super Hilbert space meets the following conditions:

1. Every dynamical variable becomes a physical variable of the same type as the

corresponding superclassical variable.

2. The representation of the operator superalgebra that the super Hilbert space

yields is the minimal representation compatible with the condition above.

3.1.2 The Schwinger variational principle

The Schwinger variational principle is an alternative approach to describe the dy

namics of the quantum system under consideration. Suppose we are interested in

two physical observables A and B, where A and B are functional of the fa's. A

is chosen such that the <fo's out of which it is constructed come from a spacetime

region lying in the future of those fa's that are associated with B. It is convenient

to introduce two new symbols > and <, which read "lies in the future of" and "lies

to the past of", respectively. Therefore the statement above can be abbreviated to

supp(Ati) > supp(B}i) (3.3)
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Now suppose the action suffers a small change SS such that

supp(Aj) t> supp(5Sji) t> supp(Bj) (3.4)

This will produce a change in the <^'s (they are the solutions of the dynamical

equation) and hence also a change in the operators A and B which will be denoted

SA and SB respectively. When retarded boundary conditions are imposed, B, which

lies in the past of SS will remain unchanged (SB = 0). The operator A lies in the

future of SS and therefore suffers the change

SA = D6SA (3.5)

where D is defined by

DA = lim -S~B = B iG~ij:7- A (3.6)
e->0 e

'

The minus sign indicates retarded boundary conditions. G~li is the retarded Green's

function. In analogy to the superclassical theory we require that

5A = -i[SS,A] (3.7)

Now observe that a change in A results in a change S\A') in the eigenstate \A') given

by

\A') + S\A') = U-1\A') (3.8)

where U[4>] = 1 4- iSS[4>] is a superunitary transformation:

A[(f)] + 8A[<f>] = U~l[(t)}A{^P[4>) = A [U-^MUty]] = A[<f) + 6<f>]. (3.9)

It is clear that S\B') =0 because B remains unchanged. Therefore

S(A'\B') = (6(A'\) \B') + (A'\ (S\B')) = i(A'\SS\B'). (3.10)

(A'\i6S
=
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This is known as the Schwinger variational principle. It also holds when advanced

boundary conditions are imposed; the only difference S\A') = 0 and S\B') = iSS\B')

does not have an impact on the change of the transition amplitudes. It is useful to

state the principle slightly different:

(out|in) = i (out |SS | in). (3.11)
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3.2 The bosonic harmonic oscillator

Before discussing the fermionic oscillator it is useful to review the most important

properties of the harmonic oscillator in the bosonic case. In the derivations below,

latin letters always denote c-type objects, whereas greek letters denote a-type objects

unless stated otherwise.

The action in the bosonic case is given by

S= f -(x2 -u2x2)dt (3.12)

where u and x are c-type variables. Hence the configuration space is Rc. We derive

the Euler-Lagrange dynamical equation by varying S[x(t),x(t)] with respect to x(t')

and demanding sl(t') to varnsn identically:

x + u2x = 0 (3.13)

The transition to the quantum theory is done as described above by introducing

linear hermitian operators. The commutation relations are obtained by taking the

second functional derivative of the action with respect to x(t).

r>2 <? / r)2 \

1WW
=

-\W+'J')S^ (3'14)

The difference of the advanced and retarded Green's functions

G{t,t') = G+{t,t') -G~{t,t') = -lj-1 smu{t - t') (3.15)

of the resulting operator gives the (super)commutator function, which is used to

impose the quantization rule

[x{t),x{t')] = iG{t,t') (3.16)

The spectra of x(t) and x(t) are continuous which results in an infinite dimensional

super Hilbert space.
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3.3 The fermionic harmonic oscillator

The fermionic oscillator will be developed following the same procedure used for the

bosonic case. The main difference is now that the dynamical variables denoted by

are of a-type. The task is to find a superclassical action functional that produces

a dynamical equation for the 's that is similiar to the dynamical equation of the

Bose oscillator.

3.3.1 Action functional and the equation of motion

A superclassical action quadratic in the dynamical variables like the one introduced

above does obviously not work, due to the nilpotence of fermionic (a-type) variables.

One finds that a two-dimensional configuration space R^ is needed to assure the

dynamical equation to be linear. With the definitions

(3.17)

(3.18)

where 1,2 are real a-type variables, we can write the following action functional

s = Jat'-ici + uCMO (3.19)

where ~ denotes the transpose of and o> is a positive ordinary (real) number. The

Lagrangian is given by

L = \ fai + ^2 +U^2
~

^0 (3-20)

Then:

0 =

s
s

_

I dh dt 3^ I _ _i/ 1 + f1 + wf2 + wf2

\ d& dt d& /
v

= iti + uMZ)
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Taking the derivative with respect to t and taking into account that M2 12

yields

0 = + uM^ = + w2.

-w2M2f

(3.22)

This is the time derivative of the dynamical equation for the fermionic oscillator,

which looks formally the same as the dynamical equation in the bosonic case, besides

dealing with a-type variables and thus completely different mathematical objects.

The quantization procedure is again the one described in the second section of this

chapter. The second functional derivative of S with respect to () is

5Jo = i(I4+wM)^'')- (3.23)

Calculating the advanced and retarded Green's functions for the operator i (K2 Jr + uM)

gives

G-(t,t') = ie{t,t')
cosuj(t -t') s'muj(t-t')

sin uj(t t') cos u(t t')
(3.24)

G+{t,t') = iQ(t',t)
cos u(t' t) smcj(t' t)

smoj(t' t) cos uj(t' t)

Therefore the quantization rule for the fermionic oscillator becomes

K>),r(Oi = ,(li (0,6(0)

= iG{t,t')

MthUt')] fawM*)]

cosuj(t-t') -smu(t -t')

sino;(i t') cos w(t t')

(3.25)

(3.26)
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with the supercommutator always being an anticommutator in this case. Consider

ing the equal time supercommutation relation

[f(*),r(*)]= I
l

I (3.27)
0 1

it follows that

[li(*),li(*)l = 1 (3.28)

which in turn implies

(li)2 - (&)2 = \ (3.29)

Therefore the eigenvalues of i)2 are .\.

3.3.2 Mode functions

The general solution of the dynamical equation (3.21) is given by

{t) =au{t)+a*u*{t) (3.30)

the mode functions

u(t) = ( f_
s/i)

Aut
e (3.31)

u\t) =[^) e-'10Jt. (3.32)

The dagger f denotes the transpose conjugate. Now the supercommutator function

G(t,t') can be decomposed in terms of the modefunctions. Defining the negative

and positive frequency functions

G^(t,t') = -u(t)u^t') (3.33)
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G(-)(M') = -iu*{t)u~tf) = -G(+\t,t'), (3.34)

G(t, t') can be written as

G(tj) = G(+\t,t') - G(~\t,t'). (3.35)

It is understood that after the transition to the quantum system is made, a and a*

have become non-self-adjoint a-type operators. Taking into account

u~(t)u(t) = 0 uf()u(i) = 1 (3.36)

and

a{t) = u^(t)i(t) a* = ~{t)u(t) (3.37)

one can derive the supercommutation relations for these operators:

[a, a] = ut(t)[|(t),r()]u*(*)=ut(t)I2ti*(*)=0 (3.38)

[a*, a*] = u~(t)[(t),t{t)]u(t)=u~{t)I2u(t) = 0 (3.39)

[a,a*] = u\t)[(t),r(t)]u(t)=u\t)I2u(t) = l (3.40)

Observe that a2 = a*2 = 0. These supercommutation relations (in this case anti-

commutators) are identical to those obtained for fermionic creation and annihilation

operators when performing the "second quantization" procedure. Ifwe calculate the

Hamiltonian operator and rewrite it in terms of a and &* the correspondence be

comes even clearer:

% .

H = L^J-L = -^utM=-l-u(i12-21) (3.41)

= -iw&fa = -^uj{ae-iuJt + a elut){iae-'wt - ia*elut)

= -uj(a*a da*)

1
= ua a lj.

2
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Note the minus sign of the constant term in the equation above. This is characteristic

for the fermionic oscillator. Heisenberg's equation of motion can also be verified:

-i[l,#] = -\>((tM)-(tM))
_

l /li(li& - &li) - (I16 -

6i)i A
2W V I2&I2 - &i) -

(16
- &i)2 /

Notice that H is a c-type object, because it consists of products of two a-type

variables. Hence the supercommutator is a commutator in this case.

3.3.3 Energy basis

If we want to built a sensible theory, the energy has to be a physical observable.

Therefore the self-adjoint operator a*a appearing in the Hamiltonian H has to be a

physical observable. Suppose the operator a* a has eigenvalues n with corresponding

eigenvectors |n). The eigenvectors are assumed to be normalized to one:

(n\n) = 1 (3.42)

Furthermore suppose there exists at least one nonvanishing n. Then:

(n\d*d\n) = n ^ 0. (3.43)

From there we conclude that a\n) cannot be the zero supervector. Instead, d\n) is

the eigenstate of a*a with eigenvalue 0, because d*dd\n) = 0. If a*a has eigenvalues

at all, 0 is one of them. The corresponding eigenvector |0) = d\n) (modulo an

irrelevant phase factor) is also assumed to be normalized to 1. Hence we have

1 = (0|0) = (0|1
- a*a|0) = (0|aa*|0). (3.44)

=0
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Thus, a*\0) is not the zero supervector. Because of

(a*a)a*|0) =a*[a,a*]|0) = l-a*|0) (3.45)

it is the eigenvector with eigenvalue 1, so we identify |1) = o*|0) (again up to an

irrelevant phase factor). Now we proceed to show that the simplest representation

of the operator superalgebra is two-dimensional, that is a*a having only two linearly

independent basis vectors |0) and |1) with eigenvalues 0 and 1 respectively. Suppose

there exists some eigenstate \n') with n' {0, 1} linearly independent of the basis

vectors |0) and |1). We know that d\n') has to be an eigenvector with eigenvalue 0.

The simplest representation of the operator superalgebra demands d\n') = Z|0) for

some Z Aqq. Assume n' has nonvanishing body. Then Z has nonvanishing body,

because

n' = (ri\d*a\ri) = Z*(0\0)Z = Z*Z (3.46)

Then

\n') = a*a|n')i = a*|0>4 = |1)4- (3-47)
n' n' n'

This is a contradiction to the assumption that \n') is linear independent. Assume

that n' has vanishing body. From

(ri\aa*\ri) = (n'|l - a*a\ri) = 1 - n' (3.48)

we see that d*\n') is not the zero supervector. Moreover,

a*o(a*|n'>) = (1
- aa*){a*\n')) = 1 {a*\n')) (3.49)

so that the identification |1) = a*\n') ,?-_ ,
is justified and hence |0) = \n')-j===

which again contradicts to our assumption. Summarizing the results, we get:

a*|0) = |1) a|l> = |0) (3.50)

fi|0)=0 o*|l>=0
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3.3.4 Eigenvectors of 1 and 2

There is an alternative choice of basis, namely the eigenvectors of &, denoted by

|fc, 75, t) where fc G {1, 2} and 4= being the eigenvalues. Writing equation (3.30)

componentwise

and

i(t) = -~(ae-^ + d*e^) (3.51)

2(t) = (ae-iut-a*Jut) (3.52)

we can derive the relations

11 4-

V2

and

l,-^,t) = (10^6^11)) (3.53)

|2,-~,t) = (|0)Tieiwt|l)). (3.54)

It is equally well possible to give the inverse expressions, where |0) and |1) are

decomposed in terms of \k, 75, t):

|0> = Ti^T^^-T^) (3'55)

and

!i> = t^^t^-^-t^) (3-56)

-

T2 '-"(i^-P.-^.*))-
Important notice: It is understood that the states \k, -y?,t) must be impure. Oth

erwise the right and left hand sides of the eigenvalue equations ffc(i)|/e,4-,) =
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i
ijfc 4=, i) would be of opposite types. On the other hand it is possible to choose

v 2 v 2

the energy basis eigenvectors |0) and |1) such that they are pure, but of opposite

type since the dimension of the super Hilbert space is (1,1) and since equations

(3.50) imply a change of parity between |0) and |1). For the remainder of this work,

|0) will be assumed c-type and therefore |1) will be an a-type supervector.

3.3.5 Coherent states

In this section we want to construct the fermionic analog to the coherent states

well known from the bosonic harmonic oscillator problem. We introduce the time-

dependent operators:

d(t)
= de-^ = ^=(iW

~ &(*)) (3.57)

and inversely

a*(t) = a*e^ = =(Ut) + ifc(t)) (3.58)

li(*) = ^(a(t) + a*(t)) (3.59)

2(t) = -j=(a(t)-a*(t)), (3.60)

where

i(t)\0) = ^'W ei(t)|l> =

^~iUJt\) (3-61)

2(t)\o) = ~^flutW 2(t)\i) = 7fe_iwil)- (3-62)

Let a' be an arbitrary complex a-number and let

a' = ^[-iQ (3.63)
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where 'L and 2 are real a-numbers. Now we can construct a state, which will later

on turn out to be a (right) coherent state.

\a ,) = e
7;a a

2(
AHt

(|0>-o'|l

_ \w{a*a)t rrUt

oo

1 - -a'*a-
2

n=0

/

(iuta*d)n ( _iwt|n. / -iwt

n!

1 -a a

2

*
_/* -/

e-2wt|0)-a'e-2^|l)

, _iwt (^ {iutd*dy
e-W|0)-a,e-^i ^

ai=0
n!

V =e+iw*|l)

l_ia'Vj (e-^i|0)-a/e+iwi|l)

|i>

(3.64)

Observe that \a',t) is a c-type supervector. We can now see that the label

"coherent state" was justified, because \a',t) is the eigenstate of d(t) with eigenvalue

a(t)\a\t) = ( 1 - L'V ) a'e$ut e~lujta\l) = a'\a' ,t) (3.65)

It is clear that the eigenvalues of d(t) have to be a-type. We can now perform the

same calculations for the dual coherent state, which will be called a left eigenvector.

The eigenvalue equation reads:

{a'*,t\d*{t) = {a'\t\a'* (3.66)

The left eigenvector (a'*,t\ can be defined analogously to the right eigenvector (see

calculations above):

(a'V| = e-2a'*a0|+a'*(l|)e
-\Ht

(3.67)

swt. J*TSU}t,
=

(1-^a'V) (etwt(0|H-a'*e-twt(l

1 + ^ifi) (*Ho| + ^Ki + i2)e-^(l|)
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With a simple calculation one can check that the coherent states as defined above

are normalized to unity.

(a'\t\a',t) = (l-ia'v) (eH0|+a'*e-W(l|) (e^O)
-

a'eiw*|l))

( "\
= (1

- a'*a') e2^e-2wt<0|0) -a'*e-5wt(l|a'e5w*|l)

\ =+o'*o'(l|l> /

= {l-a'*a'){l + a'*a,) = l.

Moreover, {a'*,t\ satisfies the following differential equations:

(^l + ^-J(a'*,*| = (a",t\h{t), (3.68)

and

(Ia'* + ^j <a'*,t| = <a'*''l*W' (3-69)

(\a'+){a">ti = <a"'tw*)-

Note that the set of coherent states in the fermionic case is not complete.

It is known in the bosonic case that the coherent states form an overcomplete set.

Therefore all state vectors of the bosonic harmonic oscillator Hilbert space (which is

infinite-dimensional) can be decomposed as a linear combination of coherent states.

This is not possible in the fermionic case. For example, the state |1) cannot be con

structed out of coherent states, defined by (3.64), due to the fact that an a-number

does not have an inverse (in mathematical terms: the supernumbers form a ring,

but not a field (like E or C)). Only if the body of a supernumber is nonvanishing,

the multiplicative inverse exists. For a pure a-number, the body is always 0. Even

though the fermionic coherent states do not form a complete set, they satisfy an
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integral equation, which appears similiar to a completeness relation and which can

be used to insert a one. The only difference is that we have to integrate over to

variables. Therefore we shall call the following integral equation "partition of one":

1

ra',t)(a-,t\da"a' = ~ fL^O) (+U&) + -4e*u,|l)i +Q
2%\ 2w V2

x { (l + J&i) e*"*<0| + -^(i + i^)e-^(l|} dd&
= ^/(|0>(0| + |l>(l|)?U2^id^
= |0)(0| + |1)(1| = 1.

Notice the convention Jd = y/2iri.

3.3.6 The functional integral

The next task is to compute the functional integral representation of the amplitude

(a"\t"\a',t').

The amplitude is- given by:

{a ,t \a ,t } = e
k"*a"-ia'*a'/Jut" -ujt" II*.fa a(e3wt (0|+e-2^ a"*(l|) (3.70)

xfe-i^lOj+e^llJa')

= e-I0'"o"-ia'*a'+iW(t"-f ) (-l + a"*e-iw(t"-f )fl/

=
exp a a + a e

v
'a a a + u[t t)

Z & jL

In the limit t" t' and thus a" a' infinitesimal, the exponent of the last

line may be expressed as:

1
-a (a -a) --{a -a )a

-

ua a (t
- t ) + -u(t t)

z z z
(3.71)

(t"-t')^Q .

= 1

//* +// -

a"*,t

a',t'

Ua*{t)d{t) - a*{t)a{t))
- ua*{t)a{t) + \u

Z Zi

dt.

It is understood that a*(t) and a(t) are a-number valued functions obeying

boundary conditions a(t') a! and a(t") a", which will be called endpoint val

ues. Observe that the integrand on the right hand side is just the superclassical
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Lagrangian (3.20) with the 's replaced by a's and the vacuum energy ^u> added,

taking into account the energy of the |0) state. As long as (t" t') is finite, we can

apply the usual path integral procedure (using the above "partition of one"):

(a"*,t"\a',t') = / (a*N+l,tN+i\aN,tN){a*N,tN\a>N-i,tN-i) .. . (3.72)

N

... (a2,t2\ai,ti)(al,ti\ao,to) [ -^ ) da{dai ...da*NdaN,

where

aN+i
= a

) ao a (3.73)

and

t = tpj+i > ttf > . . . > t2 > t\ > to = t (3.74)

Taking the limit N - 0 and tn tn-\ -> 0, Vn, gives, by virtue of (3.21):

*a"*,t"

(a"*,t"\a',t')) = Z / exp

where, formally

o'f
^(a*(t)d(t) -

d*{t)a(t)) -

ua*(t)a(t) + -u) dt

(3.75)

/

1
x (f'-O/d-l

(3.76)

d= I] d!(i)d2(t).
t'<t<t"

(3.77)

Note that the super Jacobian, needed when changing variables, or more specifically

l/VsdetG+ is just a constant in this case and has been absorbed into Z.

The functional integral (3.75) is a Gaussian integral, which can be evaluated

by finding a stationary point. We proceed as follows. By inserting (3.70) into the
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right hand side of (3.72), one obtains the so called differenced form of the exponent

in (3.75): (At ee *$)
//* j.11 _

a"* ,t

^{a*{t)d{t) -

a*{t)a(t)) -

ua*{t)a{t) + -u
z> 2a',t'

= --a*N+laN+i + a*N+1elu} aN
-

-a*NaN + -uAt

-

-2aNaN
+ aNe cln-i

-

-^o-N-iaN-\
+ ~uAt

dt (3.78)

= ~-a*2a2 + a*2eiu}Atai -

-a\ax + l-uAt

=

~2a*ai + aielwA*ao ~

2aoao
+ -uAt.

The stationary or superclassical trajectory is obtained by solving the follow

ing differential equations, which can be derived by differentiating (3.78) with respect

to the a,- and a*:

a*N+le-[ujt -

a*N = 0

aNe
1UJZ

-

aN_x
= 0

(3.79)

a*2e~iut -

a] = 0

-a^re a./v-i = 0 (3.80)

-a2e"ia;t -

ai = 0

-aie"ia,t -

a0
= 0

Remember that a0 and a^+1 are constrained by (3.73). The solutions to these

equations are given by:

an
~

aN+V
,-\ui(N+l-n)At 0 iunAt

On = e a0. (3.81)
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All what is left to do in order to get the stationary trajectory, denoted by "st" is

taking the limit N > oo:

a*t(t) = e-^'-V*, ast(t) = e'^-^a'. (3.82)

Using (3.59) and (3.60) we also have

t\-A-( e~Mt~t,)a' + e-^'-V* \
UW "

V2 \ie-W-*)a'
- ie-^'-^a"* J

' (3'83)

In general, 5i(t) is not real, the only exception being the case a' = a" = 0, where

ast(t) and a*st(t) become complex conjugates. In all other cases the stationary tra

jectory lies in the complex extension C^ of the superclassical configuration space

R^. It is relatively easy now to evaluate equation (3.78) at the stationary point.

Observe that the (N + 1) terms ^uAt add up to %u(t" t'). Using the identity

a*st(t)ast(t) = a"*e-W-Va', (3.84)

we also find, that the N terms in a^an add up to ~Na"*e~luJ^ ~~*

V, and that the

(N + 1) terms in a*ne-'lujAtan-i add up to (N + l)a"*e-iw(*"-*V.

By virtue of equation (3.73), the sum (3.78) is equal to the final exponent in

(3.70), which directly follows from the functional integral, taking into account the

normalization condition (3.68).

The expressions for the stationary trajectory certainly satisfy the dynamical

equation (3.21), or equivalently:

ast(t) = -iua3t(t), KtW = iwaJt(*)- (3-85)

If we plug these expressions into the left hand side of equation (3.78), the integrand
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(except for the constant vacuum energy term) is vanishing:

a"*,t'

a'tt'

-{a*st(t)dst(t)
-

d*st(t)ast(t)) -

ua*st(t)ast{t) + -u dt

n* J.H _

= 1

a"V

a',t'

o t(*)(-iw^tW)
~

iua*st(t)ast(t)) -

ua*st(t)ast(t) + -u

(3.86)

dt

1

2"
dt.

This is an obvious contradiction to the nonvanishing result we found earlier. In

order to resolve this contradiction, we have to consider endpoint contributions to

(3.78). The stationary trajectory does not join its endpoints smoothly. Equations

(3.82) should better be replaced by:

a*st(t) = lim [6(M' + eK^'-V* + e{t' + e,t)a'*

ast{t) = lim
es-0 .

e(t" - e^e-^'-'V + 9(M" - e)a"

(3.87)

(3.88)

Upon differentiation the O-functions become tf-functions which keep the integral

from vanishing. To check this, insert (3.87), (3.88) and their derivatives into the left

hand side of (3.78). This reproduces the value previously found for the stationary

point.

We now want to study the case, where an external source term r/ is added

to the action functional (3.19). Then:

d

dr,(t)
(a"\t"\a',t') = (a"*,t"\Z(t)\a\t') (3.89)

Differentiation of the functional integral (3.75), on the other hand, yields 5t(i) (a"*, t"\a!,t').

These two expressions have to be identical in the limit of vanishing external source

77, which can be shown by the following calculation:

{a"\t"\a{t)\a\t') = {a"\t"\e-[^t-t^a{t')\a\t') (3.90)

= e-^t-t^a'{a"\t"\a',t')

= ast(t)(a"*,t"\a',t'),
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(a"\t"\a*(t)\a',t') = {a"\t"\a*{t")e-[^t"-%' ,t') (3.91)

= e-^'-VVVV,*1)

= a:t(t)(a"\t"\a',t'),

and therefore immediately

(a"\t"\ttt)\a' ,t') = &t(t)(a"*,i"|a',f) q.e.d (3.92)

3.3.7 The Feynman propagator

For the fermionic oscillator the Green's function for the stationary trajectory is

known as the Feynman propagator. It can be calculated by differentiating ln(a"*, t"\a, t')

twice with respect to the source, or alternatively using Wick's theorem. We will fol

low the latter approach. Wick's theorem states:

tKwr (* = = ewrw : +(oir ((5)r (* io>, (3.93)

where T denotes the time-ordering operator and the expression sandwiched between

: : is understood to be normal-ordered. Furthermore,

(0\T(t(s)C(t))\0) = -iG(s,t). (3.94)

Taking the expectation value and taking into account (3.92), gives:

G(s, t){a"\ t"\a\ t') = i(a"*,t"\T ((s)~ (*)) \a't t') - ist(S)s~t(*)(a"VV, if).

(3.95)

Using the following useful relations

a(s)a{t) = 0 (3.96)

a*{s)a*(t) = 0

[a,a*(t)] = e-i"(-'),
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we get

i(a"vi ( .t<
'

r ;;\ i W*) + a*(t)Mt) -

***(* i^'>

<a"V"|(s)C|a',i')

1/ //* ,//, f a(s)+a*(s)
2[ ' '

^ia(s)-ia*(s)

a*t(s)asi(i)
-

a*st(t)ast(s) ia*t(s)ast{t) + ia*t(t)asi(s)

-ia*st(s)a8t{t)
-

ia*t(t)ast(s) a*st(s)ast(t) -

a*st(t)ast(s)

1 -i

(3.97)

i 11* j.n\i ,i\
{a ,

r \a ,
c )

-iw(st)
(a ,

c |a ,
t ;

Inserting the last result into (3.95), we can proceed to calculate the Feynman

propagator:

G(s,t) (3.98)e{s,t)u(s)u\t) -

e{t,s)u*{s)u~{t)

= -9(s,t)G(+Hs,t) + e{t,s)G(-\s,t)

= G-{s,t) + G(_)(M) = G+{s,t) - G(+\s,t).

G(s,t) is said to propagate positive frequencies to the future and negative

frequencies to the past, meaning that, for s > t, G(s, t) behaves as e~lus as a function

of s and as e1U)t as a function of t.

The stationary trajectory is fixed by the boundary conditions:

Ui(0-i6t,2(0 = l-i2 (3.99)

which also leads to boundary conditions for the Feynman propagator (t" > s > t'):

(l,-i)G(t',s) =0, G{s,t') (\\ =0, (3.100)

(l,i)G(O) = 0, G(a,oQ)=0.
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Chapter 4

Supermathematics II

The purpose of this part of the work is to set up the proper mathematical framework

for the problems addressed in the next chapters, i.e. fermionic variables, notations

and the most important properties. As mentioned in chapter 2, the framework of

Bryce DeWitt as described in his book "Supermanifolds" ([3]) is one of the most

appealing approaches to supermathematics and also one of the most general. But

for a lot of problems it is not necessary and often easier to work in a somewhat

specialized version of the general theory, constraining the form of properties and

equations as much as it is possible for a specific problem or model. Thus, the way

of developing supermathematics chosen in this thesis is mainly adopted from Bryce

DeWitt ([3]) and Th. Voronov ([8], [9]) and includes some previous work by Pierre

Cartier and Cecile DeWitt-Morette, who worked with me on this topic.

4.1 Basic properties

We will work with two kinds of variables, namely bosonic variables {xa}a and

fermionic varibles {r]a}a. The bosonic variables obey the commutation relation:

xaxb-xbxa = 0 (4.1)
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whereas the fermionic variables obey the anticommutation relation:

r/V + rfrf = 0 (4.2)

We assign a parity to each type of variable, denoted by the tilde signl

x = 0 (4.3)

77
= 1 (4.4)

If we do not need to distinguish between the different types of variables, we

shall use a capital letter as a collective index:

xA:={x\na) (4.5)

Equivalent to definition (4.3) we may define an index parity:

A:= <

0 HA bosonic (A a)

1 if A fermionic (A = a) (4.6)

ill defined otherwise

Using the parity we define a supercommutator bracket combining the re

lations (4.1), (4.2):

[xA, xB] = xAxB - (-l)ABxBxA (4.7)

A general supermanifold M771^ has m bosonic dimensions and v fermionic

dimensions, i.e in coordinate representation it admits m bosonic coordinates {xa}

and v fermionic coordinates \r)a}. The v fermionic coordinates generate a Grafimann

algebra An, which is a Z2-graded algebra. It can be decomposed in an even and odd

part:

A = A+A_, (4.8)

where 4- stands for even and - is short for odd. indicates the direct sum of

ordinary tensor calculus. The dimension v of A (which will often be abbreviated
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to A) is "potentially infinite" . This means it is generally finite but not fixed, so we

can choose it as large as necessary for our proofs and expressions to be meaningful.

Therefore we do not have to deal with Aqq in general (B. DeWitt), which has a lot

of practical advantages.

A is a Grafimann algebra over the field C of complex numbers. An arbitrary

element A can be split into an even part u and an odd part v:

n/2

u = & + E^^i..W7a2i--"-7aieA+ (4.9)

v = E (2^jj^^+if,+1-feA- (4.10)

The term 5 is a purely bosonic C-number. The coefficients c are also C-numbers

and completely antisymmetric in the indexes. There is another possible, but often

less useful decomposition of :

= 6? + s, (4.11)

where 5 is called the soul of the supernumber , consisting of a sum of products of

fermionic variables, regardless if even or odd.

Definition 4.1.1 We define a general analytic function of n Grafimann variables:

f(r)\ ...,r]n) = J2 \cai...ann^ . . . Tf, (4.12)
i=i

where the coefficients cai.an M/C The set of functions of n Grafimann variables

is denoted by Tn .

We are looking for a partial derivative that has similiar properties as the

ordinary partial derivative in the bosonic case, namely -^xb = daxb = S^. Due to

the anticommutativity of Grafimann variables, one has to distinguish between left

and right partial derivatives. We will almost always work with left derivatives and

therefore omit the arrow in this case.
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Definition 4.1.2 The left derivative with respect to a Grafimann variable is a linear

operator, whose action is given by:

it
rf = darf := S?a (4.13)

(Note to avoid confusion: Left derivative means acting from left)

We agree on the following convention:

AB,f,CD
~

g^Ag^fg^c-^D (4-14)

Lemma 4.1.1 The partial derivatives of Grafimann variables rf- obey the same

anticommutation relations than Grafimann variables itself:

dadp + dpda = 0 (4.15)

and

(0a)2 = 0 (nilpotency) (4.16)

Taking into account the last lemma we find that an arbitrary differential

operator can be decomposed into these partial derivatives.

Lemma 4.1.2 An arbitrary differential operator can be decomposed as

where I, J are multiindices, i.e I = i\. . .ii, J = ji jm with I, m {0, . . .

, n} (n

being the dimension of the Grafimann algebra).

With these preliminary observations, one can prove:

Theorem 4.1.1 An linear operator O : f(rj) i->- g(r)), which maps a function of

Grafimann generators into a function of Grafimann generators is always a differen

tial operator.



Proof: (via construction)

Let f,g Tn be two general functions of Grafimann variables. Let h be the term

(monomial) of / of highest degree in the na. There always exists a differential

operator Ph := c dPl . . . dPn, where cGC and n the degree of the highest order

monomial, with:

Phh = Phf = 1 (4.18)

By defining P =

g Ph we have obviously constructed the most general operator

that maps one function of Grafimann variables into another. It is easily seen, that

P can always be written in the form (4.17).

4.2 Berezin integration

Berezin integration was named after F.A. Berezin ([10]). He developed it in the

1960's to obtain a Grafimann analog to ordinary indefinite integration for the inte

gration over functions of Grafimann numbers. The Berezin integral over a function

u{r}1,... ,7yn) depending on n Grafimann variables will be denoted by: I{u). The

usual definition for the Berezin integration is given by:

Definition 4.2.1 The Berezin integral is a linear map satisfying the following prop

erties:

fdf]a = 0 (4.19)

and

ldrfrf = ZSa^ (4.20)

where Z is an arbitrary constant, which may be set to 1 for purely algebraic con

siderations. For reasons explained later, we will set it to Z = ( 2-7ri)~2 in actual

calculations.
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This definition can be justified in the following way: Let us have a look at a function

f(rj) of one Grafimann variable 77. Since rj1 = 0, f(rj) can be expanded in a Taylor

series which terminates after the linear term, so that

drj f(r))= dry (a + bn) (4.21)

We know from ordinary (functional) integration, that invariance under shifts of the

integration variable plays an essential role for certain conservation laws of quantum

mechanics and quantum field theory. We therefore demand the same property for

Berezin integrals. A shift 77 -> 77 + effects only the constant term in the integral

above:

/ drj(a + bq)= d ((a + &) + bn) (4.22)

The only linear function of a and b satisfying this property is a constant Z times b.

Therefore,

/ dn(a + brj) = Z-b. (4.23)

Because of theorem (4.1.1) we conclude that

I(u)= [ dr,l...dr)nu{ri1,... ,rf) (4.24)

also is a differential operator, which we constraint to satisfy the condition:

I(dau) = 0 Va. (4.25)

This observation leads to an alternative and very useful definition of Berezin

integration.

Definition 4.2.2 Let f be a function of n Grafimann variables. The Berezin integral

Iff) can be defined by:

I(f):=Zd1...dnf, (4.26)

where Z is the same complex constant we discussed above.
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Remark 4.2.1 It is easily checked that this integral operator satisfies:

1(3/3 f) = Zdi... dndfif = Zdl ...dpdp...dnf = 0 (4.27)

=0

This is actually the simplest way to construct an operator having the demanded

property.

Applying the same argument, one observes that

daI(f) = 0 (4.28)

The action of I on a general function u of n Grafimann variables (note: order

matters)

u = uB + Y^ u^a + + ui...nr}n t?1 (4.29)

is such that the only term that "survives" is the coefficient of the highest order term

of u, namely the term in which all 77's appear exactly once.

I{u) = ui... (4.30)

We are now going to study the behavior of /(/) under a linear change of

coordinates:

fja =Ma^. (4.31)

Map is a non-singular, C-number-valued, constant nxn matrix. The partial deriva

tives transform according to:

B^w
=

wkf)
=

[M'l)Jw (432)
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Inserting this into the differential operator definition for the Berezin integral, we

obtain:

/(/) =

zW'"Wf (433)

=

2-(^V^(m-V^...(m-V"^:/

1

*.../
det(M) dn1

* "

#77"

det(M)7(/)'

This is the behavior under coordinate changes, which we wished to derive.

4.3 The Dirac delta function analog for Grafimann vari

ables

The Grafimann analog of the Dirac delta function will be needed when we want to

define Fourier /Laplace transform for J^-functions.

Definition 4.3.1 The delta function for Grafimann variables is given by:

tf(77a) := Z"V (4.34)

and

W1 . . V ) := Z"V V (4.35)

This definition preserves the desired properties of delta functions, namely:

. 1(6) = 1

HSf) = /(0)
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Taking into account that in the bosonic case the ^-function is the Fourier

transformed of the constant function I : x M- 1 and demanding to keep this property

in the fermionic case, we are able to fix Z:

8(rja) := Z-Xrf F= f d9 e27ri0T?" = f dO (1 + 2m6r)a) (4.36)

= -27ri77a [ d6 0 = -2-KirfZ = 1

Therefore,

Z = (-27ri)-i. (4.37)

4.4 Integral Calculus

The purpose of this section is to restate some of the results obtained in chapter 2

(it is a supplement to section 4.2). The main difference is the Fourier transformed

of a function, which we define by:

f(p) = Jf(x)e2"^dx, (4.38)

which is a consequence of putting Z = (27ri)~2 rather than Z = (27ri)2 . Observe

that in working with this definition we get rid of the ,2\n factors (in n dimensions)

in integrals involving a Fourier transform. This effectively makes our definition

dimension independent, which is a crucial step towards generalizing formulas to

infinite dimensions.

There are basically two differences in convention between mathematicians

and physicists:

Mathematicians like to put Z = 1 to simplify equations. Therefore we will try

to keep Z explicit in our formulas.

Physicists often write integrals in operator notation (f dx x), whereas math

ematicians often prefer the bracket notation (f x dx).
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Definition 4.4.1 Let f(n) be a super(analytic) function f : Ra h- Aqq, namely

f(n) = a + br]. We introduce the following convention:

77 d77 =
-

/ d77 77 (4.39)

Moreover:

-$ -h-

IM^gMdri = Jm^g^dr} (4.40)

4.5 Integration overR x R^

We will use Voronov's collective index notation as introduced above. Defining an

integral over R x R^ is not trivial at all. Bryce DeWitt simply defines sensible

volume elements. This is not very mathematically rigorous, due to the fact that we

have, strictly speaking, no meaningful measure for a-type dimensions. Ignoring this

for a moment, let us formally introduce volume elements:

dmx := dxl...dxm (4.41)

dvn := ii/^-1)/2d771...d77^ (4.42)

dm'"x := iv^-lV2dxl...dxmdr)l...dr)u (4.43)

Remark 4.5.1 This approach only works (all integrals are well defined) if

lim /(z,77) = 0, (4.44)
xb->oo

(sufficiently rapid).

We already observed earlier that integration over a-type dimensions can also

be expressed as differentiation with respect to the fermionic dimensions:

*5 *5

Jf(x,vW *>" = (-ir("-1)/2.Z7(z,>?)^T ...g^ (4.45)
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By "integrating out" the fermionic dimensions, we obtain:

J f(x, r))dm>x = Z'i-iyW2 J f{u) (x\..., xm)dmx, (4.46)

where f()(x1,. . .

, a;771)??1 ...rf is the monomial of degree v in the power expansion

of / in Ra-

Let us investigate the behavior of the volume elements under change of co

ordinates.

Lemma 4.5.1 Under a linear homogenous transformation xA = Babxb the vol

ume element transforms according to:

dm^x = (det(B))-1tin*vx (4.47)

For an arbirary inhomogenous transformation xA = xA(x) the transormation rule

becomes:

dm>"x = Jdm'ux, (4.48)

where J = sdet(xAB).

One of the most useful tools in modern field theory and in theoretical physics
9

in general is the Gauflian integral, denoted by G. A Gauftian integral over R^xR^

is given by:

G:= f exp(^-xAAMBxB) d^x = Z^m+u\sdet(M))-2, (4.49)

where M is a matrix of type

U'{^b\ (45'

with A = AT, B = -BT and Aij Rc, B^ e iRc, Cap 6 iRa (see [3]).
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4.6 Tensor Calculus on M^)

Definition 4.6.1 We may define the parity of a tensor T by:

~ 0 if v even
T := { (4.51)

{ 1 if v odd

Einstein's summation convention is modified. There are four types of indices:

upper/lower left and upper/lower right. We still sum over upper and lower indices

but only if they are direct neighbors.

Definition 4.6.2 // one wants to shift an index A from right to left or vice versa,

one picks up a sign ( 1)AT . This defines a shifting convention for indices of

tensors.

It also turns out to be useful to assign a sign to a tensor T on M.^m,u^:

sign(T) = (-If (4.52)

The contraction is defined similiar to ordinary tensor calculus with the

additional rules, that we shall only contract upper/lower indices that are neighbors.

A tensor product T T' is obtained by the following rules:

First shift the all the indices of T to the left and all the indices of T' to the

right and then

multiply the components of T and T' in the usual way:

B

...A...(TT').Al..rB'- (4.53)

When performing a change of coordinates one also has to obey the "direct

neighbor" rule:

xA = JABBx (4.54)
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The tensor calculus business is mostly adopted from the work of B. DeWitt

([3], chapter 2).
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Chapter 5

Supermanifolds

The purpose of this chapter is twofold. An introduction of (super)symmetric super

manifolds is presented. This description of supermanifolds turns out to be the most

useful to construct supersymmetric models in quantum mechanics and fieldtheory,

because it accomodates for as many bosonic as fermionic degrees of freedom (or

dimensions), as we will see later on. Moreover, it will be shown that it is always

possible to uniquely and invariantly reduce a general supermanifold (in the sense of

B. DeWitt) to a symmetric supermanifold. This will be done in two steps, namely

defining the invariant body of a general supermanifold (thus fibrating or slicing the

supermanifold) and afterwards linearizing the fiber.

5.1 Discussion of the spaces R x R and Rm,l/

Before we begin the discussion of supermanifolds and the reduction scheme it is

important to understand the two different notions of superspaces, i.e spaces that

are described by both ordinary and Grafimann variables, used in this thesis.

The space Rm^ introduced by T. Voronov [8] is essentially defined by the functions

on it, which are functions of m ordinary and v Grafimann variables. Note that the
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Grafimann variables are used as coordinates in this case. Bryce DeWitt'sR x R^

on the other hand consists of m copies of Rc and v copies of Ra (see chapter 2) ,

i.e. it is represented by a tuple of ra real c-type and v real a-type supernumbers.

We see that this is different to Voronov's R771^ since the elements of the tuple are

elements of A^ which is generated by an infinite number of Grafimann variables.

R x R is in general (ra > v) not closed under multiplication with an a-type

supernumber, which changes parity. Thus we end up with tuple of v real c-type

and ra real a-type supernumbers. We conclude that R x R^ is only a subspace

of a supervector space of dimension (m,u). It is important to understand that the

parity is carried by the coordinates so that the basis consists of ra + v c-type vectors

supervectors. The dimension of Rm'^ is ra -f- f while the dimension ofR x R is

m-dim(Rc)+ i/'dim(R0) = oo. Algebraically, though, the two spaces are equivalent,

because they "share" the same multiplication laws for their respective coordinates.

5.2 Symmetric supermanifolds

5.2.1 Definitions

Definition 5.2.1 A symmetric supermanifold is a topological space, which can

be locally described by as many c-type as a-type coordinates.

There are obviously several ways to construct spaces that fulfill this condi

tion. The way which seems most appropriate for physical applications of the theory

is to start from a tangent bundle (Lagrangian picture) or a cotangent bundle (Hamil

tonian picture) and change the parity of the fiber coordinates in order to a space of

dimension (n,n). Therefore we need to define a parity operator.

Definition 5.2.2 The parity operator II acts on the fiber coordinates of a fiber

bundle by changing their parity.
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On the tangent bundle TM, the coordinates (ql)i are replaced by (z)i under

II. Similarily, on the cotangent bundle T*M, the coordinates (pi)i get replaced by

Mi-

Remark 5.2.1 An element of TXM is given in coordinate representation by q%di,

whereas an element o/IITxM is given by lSi.

On the other hand, if we choose the base space to be a "naive" Grafimannian

manifold 1M (see chapter 8) with a-type variables as local coordinates, the fiber

coordinates on IIT(1M) and nT*(1M) become c-type (ordinary) variables.

Let M denote an ordinary n-dimensional manifold. The following table shows

explicitly the action of the parity operator:

space coord

on the base

inates

on the fiber

M (base space) (q\---,qn)
TM (q\---,qn) (q\...An)
T*M (q\---,qn) (Pl,--- ,Pn)
IITM (q\.--,qn) V..,n)
nr*M (q\.--,qn) (7Ti,... ,7Tn)

Table 5.1: Action of II on fiber coordinates

We have obtained a collection of symmetric supermanifolds, namely IITM,

nr*M, nr(xM) and nT*(xM).

Starting from the topological space

Definition 5.2.3

5M:=TMxfM (5.1)
M

we can similarily define:
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Definition 5.2.4 The cartesian product of IITM and IIT*M will be denoted by

Em and is defined by:

EM := nTM x IIT*M, (5.2)
M

where Xm indicates that IITM and IIT*M have the coordinate representation of

the base space M in common.

Remark 5.2.2 We will refer to Em as dualized symmetric supermanifold .

The coordinates on Em are (q1, ... ,qn,l, . . .

, n,7Ti, . . .

, 7rn).

The most important advantage of working on Em is due to the fact that it

comprises both IITM and IIT*M, which are still dual to each other. This allows us

to define invariant objects on Em-

Let us briefly recall the notion of superfunctions:

Definition 5.2.5 A superfunction is a map:

F(^rj) =E -W..an(*toai Van, (5-3)
* ' n!
n=l

where (xl)\<i<m is a set of commuting variables, (7/Q!)i<Q:<1/ is a set of anticommuting

variables, and

cai...an:Rcm^R/C. (5.4)

Remark 5.2.3 Functions on IITM and IIT*M are superfunctions according to the

above definition.

The set of superfunctions C(nTM) and C(IIT*M) are isomorphic to

Q(M). The one-forms dx\ for instance, correspond to the Grafimann variables \

Note that the antisymmetry is generated by the wedge product.
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5.3 Reduction of general supermanifolds to symmetric

supermanifolds

In this section we are going to show that one can always reduce a general superman

ifold (in the sense of Bryce DeWitt) to a symmetric supermanifold, which really is

a vector bundle, introduced in the previous section. It is always possible to perform

this transformation. We first are going to define an invariant body of the general

supermanifold, treating "soulsubspaces" as equivalence classes of possible souls of

a point in the body, thus "slicing" the supermanifold (sliced or tubular supermani

fold) . After that we linearize the soul subspaces and show that they are isomorphic

to vector spaces (reduction to symmetric supermanifolds). By doing these steps we

keep all the objects unchanged but restrict the possible classes of transformations

on the supermanifold.

Supermanifolds as well as ordinary manifolds are topological spaces, so we

have to introduce a topology on the supermanifold. Therefore some preliminary

considerations concerning the supervectorspaceR x R:

Definition 5.3.1 Let ir :R x R i->- Mm be a projection such that:

*(x\...,xm1T)\...rf) = (x1B,---,*12), (5.5)

i. e. getting rid of the soul parts of the coordinates.

Definition 5.3.2 Let b : R x R h-> R x R be a projection that keeps number

and type of coordinates unchanged:

b(x\...,xrn,r)\...,nn = (x1B,---,XBA-..,0) (5-6)

Thus,

tt(x) = n(b(x))V supervectors iGR^xR; (5.7)
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This leads us to the definition of a topology ofR x R:

Definition 5.3.3 A subset Y ofR xR will be open, if the set ir(Y) = {ir(y)\y

Y} is open in R.m, where we use natural topology for W71 .

It turns out that it is not possible to define a topology for the soul components

of supervectors. To clarify this we consider the example of superpoints:

A superpoint p can be decomposed into body and soul:

Definition 5.3.4 On a supermanifold a point p is represented by coordinates

x1,... ,xm,1, ... ,", where, as usual, the xl are c-type and the a are a-type coor

dinates. The body of p (which cannot be defined invariantly as we shall see later)

corresponds to the choice of coordinates x\, . . .

, Zg,^1 = 0, . . . ," = 0, where the

xlB denote the bodies of the c-type supernumbers xl . The soul of p corresponds to

xls, . . . jX,^1, ... ,", where the xls denote the souls of the supernumbers xl.

According to this rule we can write:

P=Pb+Ps (5.8)

We see that the distance of a supernumber to its body is ps (in coordinates). This

distance turns out to be infinitesimal in the sense that there exists an integer N such

that ps
+1
= 0, where N obviously is the number of (different) a in the coordinate

representation of ps- The right interpretation of this decomposition in body and

soul therefore is: To each ordinary point there exists a cloud of possible souls around

it, which is infinitesimal as discussed above.

Of course, the same consideration can be applied to supervectors. Two su

pervectors with the same body are infinitesimally close to each other.

Remark 5.3.1 A supermanifold is not Haussdorff separable, but only projectively

Haussdorff, due to the considerations concerning the infinitesimally close soul clouds.
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We are now ready to define the notion of a general supermanifold.

Definition 5.3.5 A general supermanifold is a topological space, which is locally

diffeomorphic to the spaceR x R.

Therefore a supermanifold locally has a coordinate representation comprising

m c-type coordinates rc1, . . .

,
xm and v a-type coordinates 771, . . . ,77".

Let us now move on to discuss the allowed coordinate transformations. We

will not allow differential operators that change parity ( a-type into c-type and vice

versa) since in that case a definition of the dimension as (m\v) rather than (ra + v)

would not make sense. In compliance with B. DeWitt we consider the following

coordinate transformations (CT1):

TTl OO r\S -y-k ( \

X
Z^2^iCl Qxni fan, Xs ...Xs7] ... 7/ (5.yj
r=0 s=0 B B

m 00
rjs -y.p 1

V

* = Effi- fa^'31 3--r ^ , (5.10)
tQ 5=0 B

" '

B

r(r-\-l)/2 *r(Y 1)/2

where c\
= 1jrp_ and c2

= l^ are complex constants and the X(xb) are

C-functions with values either in Rc or Ra such that the parity of the equation

is consistent. Unfortunately it is not possible to invariantly assign a body to each

point of a supermanifold. To proof this, consider two charts (Ui,if)i) and (Uj,ipj) on

a supermanifold M(m'"), where V;,j are mapping M^'") on RfxR^. The body of

a point p M^m'^ is given by ps = t/>-1 oboip(p) (see fig. 5.1).

This construction is not invariant under (CT1).

Proof: Invariance requires:

b(xB(xA))=xB(b(xA)), (5.11)
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Figure 5.1: It is not possible to define the body of a point pb invariant under (CTl):
if)~l oboipj z ijj-1 obotpi.

where A, B are collective indices. By simply inserting the explicit form of (CTl)

into equation (5.11) one can immediately read off that this condition is not fulfilled.

In detail:

b{ff) = 0 # ^(b(x))=c2X^(xB) (5.12)
in gen.

b(xk) = Clb(X*(xB)) # *k(b(x)) = ClXk(xB) (5.13)

This approach to define an invariant body obviously fails. Therefore we need

to come up with another idea: We define a body of the whole supermanifold invari

ant under (CTl) by appropriately combining subsets to points via an equivalence

relation (following in part [3]).

Definition 5.3.6 Let M^'^ be a supermanifold, which is per definition locally
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diffeomorphic toR x R. Then the set

Ms(p) = ip'1 0 7T_1 o-KoiJ;(p) (5.14)

will be called an aura (soul subspace in [3], see therefore fig. 5.2). Clearly Ms(p)

incorporates p itself and is invariant under coordinate transformation (CTl).

Figure 5.2: The body of a supermanifold may be defined using auras (shaded) due

to their invariance under (CTl): i])~l o it'1 o it o ^ = i/jJ1 o tt-1 o tt o tpj

Using the definition of aurae, we can define the ordinary manifold M' =

{Ms(p)}. The aurae are considered points inM'. The mapping tto^ : M^m'^ ^ Rm

plays the role of topology on M^m^. Thus:
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Definition 5.3.7 The ordinary real manifold M' = {Ms(p)} with charts (Ui,ir o

ipi), where tt o if; : M.^^ -> W1
,
will be called the body of the supermanifold

We introduce the equivalence relation:

pi
~

p2 & Msipi) = Ms(p2), (5.15)

i.e. elements (points) are considered equivalent, if they belong to the same soul

subspace of M^m^ .

This leads us to step II of the reduction process: the slicing of a general

supermanifold. By choosing a representative of each soul subspace we can construct

an ordinary manifold M#, consisting of the set of all representatives. M.r will serve

as base space for a sliced supermanifold. To each point p ofM# there is a fiber

attached to it, which is given by all points in M^771'") equivalent to p:

Fv = {p' GM^V ~p) (5.16)

Since there is no topology on the fibers and no metric on the base man

ifold, i.e the fibers are independent of each other, the "slicing" of general super

manifolds is invariant. Replacing the base manifold with a section on its original

fiber does not destroy isomorphy. A sliced supermanifold can be locally described

by ra real coordinates belonging to the body of the general supermanifold along

with ra c-type and v a-type coordinates (which contain Grafimann parameters), i.e

(x1, . . .

, xm, y1, . . .

, 7/m, t/1, . . .

, rf). Consider the coordinate transformations for a

sliced supermanifold (CT2):

xk = Xk(x) (5.17)
m

r)sYk (r)

yk = EEv*^-^-f (5-18)

m oo )S\r/3 / \

r=0 s=0
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aura(p )

aura(p3 ) S~^\

Figure 5.3: Schematic of a sliced supermanifold. Its base space is the real manifold

Mr, the set of representatives of elements of the aurae. At each point we attach

fibers (aurae) as described above. Note that choosing new representatives at each

point p Mr accounts to choosing some section of this fiber bundle structure as

the new base space.

where Xk(x) is an arbitrary bijective function. The functions Yk and Y$ are either

R K Ra\R or 1 h> RC\K, so that the parity of the equation is correct. We exclude

E to ensure getting only supernumbers without body. It remains to show that it is

possible to linearize the slices. Notice that by varying (y%)i and (rf)a by bodyless

supernumbers for a fixed x we obtain the whole fiber (aura) at x. The intrinsic

coordinate transformations on the fibers are linear maps:

xk = Xk(x) (5.20)

yk = Yk(x)ym + Yk(x)n (5.21)

t = yil(x)ym + y^(xW, (5.22)

whereY, y* are mappingsR xR^4Rc and Yk, y^ are mappingsR xR m-

Ra-

After completing the reduction process starting with a general supermanifold

(in the sense of B. DeWitt) of type (m,v), we obtain a product bundle consisting
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of the real ra-dimensional base manifold Mr together with an ra-dimensional fiber

structure (described by even coordinates) and an z/-dimensional fiber structure (de

scribed by odd coordinates), i.e:

M(m,v) c*
TMr x uTMr

**

TMR x UT*MR ^ ... (5.23)
M M

We always have to ensure that we choose the right amount of dimensions. In some

cases it might be necessary to drop some dimensions, but this depends on the

specifics of the supermanifolds in use and is not the topic of this chapter. If we

are only interesting in the algebra of the coordinates (thus if we do not differentiate

between ordinary numbers and even supernumbers) it is possible to proceed even

one step further:

By adding the real coordinates xk on the base manifold and the bodyless even

coordinates yk, we may introduce new coordinates zk:

zk = xk-\-yk (5.24)

This means that we combine the even fiber coordinates and the coordinates on the

old base space to construct a new set zk of base coordinates and therefore a new

(larger) base space M'^. This construction is actually isomorphic to a symmetric

supermanifold. Thus,

M(m,v) ^ UTM'R, (5.25)

if we only consider the algebra of the coordinates and not their specific representa

tions. This completes the reduction process.
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Chapter 6

A new supersymmetric

approach

6.1 Introduction

This chapter is partially based on ideas presented by Pierre Cartier during his stay

in Austin, which will be worked out in detail on the next pages. We will obtain

a new representation of supersymmetric Fock space, creation and annihilation op

erators etc. employing the notion of modified de-Rham-complexes (one ascending

and one descending). Moreover, this formalism relates gauge-fixing with the choice

of a volume form (top form), which in turn amounts to the choice of a coordinate

system. All this will be derived in a dimension independent manner to accomo

date naturally for the infinite dimensional case often encountered in Quantum Field

Theory and even Quantum Mechanics. At the end of the day we will provide a

second degree differential operator acting on the cotangent bundle associated to the

manifold M (Hamiltonian description of the phase space), which can be identified

with the Feynman volume element in the path integral formalism.
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6.2 Preliminaries

The development of the ideas will be as follows: We will start off by constructing

a simplified model (referred to as the ordinary case) that can be easily generalized

later on. This model will incorporate three families of variables (q\C^i) which

are finite dimensional (i < N). q will represent position coordinates on the base

manifold and and tt will represent fermionic coordinates on the tangent/ cotangent

fibers, respectively. They will turn out to play the physical role of ghost fields. We

will then proceed to quantize these variables:

, j. s quantization , . 2 .

(?,,*) + (<7,<,tt) (6.1)

The operators and tt are required to obey the following anticommutation relations

(q commutes with everything):

eij + ff = o (6.2)

Ttfkj + 7Tj7ti = 0 (6.3)

*iij + ij*i = 5{ (6.4)

We will always try to work out the equations in a dimension independent manner

that allows to take the infinite dimensional limit as a generalization. In the (sim

plified) ordinary case the ql,s are purely bosonic. If we want to generalize to a

supersymmetric model, we must allow fermionic coordinates on the base manifold,

which in turn implies that some of the ghost variables on the two fiber structures

get bosonic, because opposite parity is one of the basic requirements (that is why

we will define a parity operation on the tangent and cotangent bundle). The next

sections are devoted to the development of the ordinary case.

6.2.1 The tangent bundle

Remark 6.2.1 We will throughout this work denote even (bosonic, commuting,

ordinary) variables by arabic letters and odd (fermionic, anticommuting, Grafimann)
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variables by greek letters. [ , ] is always the super commutator, defined in chapter 4-

Definition 6.2.1 Let MN be an (ordinary) N-dimensional manifold. We choose

coordinates (q1,... ,qN), where the ql,s are all even. This is going to be the base

space of the tangent and cotangent bundles we will discuss later on.

Remark 6.2.2 The coordinates ql will be a representation of the position space of

particles or fields in a physical theory.

The next step is to introduce a tangent bundle TM and a cotangent bundle

T*M on M, which correspond to the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian picture of the

phase space of a physical system, respectively.

Definition 6.2.2 Notation: LetM be an N-dimensional (ordinary) manifold. We

define TM to be the tangent bundle on M. The dimension ofTM is: dim(TM) =

2N . We choose a coordinate representation (q1, . . .

, qN; q1, . . .

, qN), where the q% 's

are the coordinates on the manifold M as defined above and the ql }s are the fiber

coordinates ( "velocities ") .

Lemma 6.2.1 If there exists a scaling operation A in the ql -space, which scales the

ql 's according to q% >-* \q% ,
an Euler operator can be introduced. This operator has

the following property:

EF(q\qi):=dXF(q\Xqi)\x=v (6.5)

for some function F of the coordinates q% and q1. Note that this lemma can also be

proved in the fermionic (better: supersymmetric) case, where the q% get replaced by

Remark 6.2.3 In coordinate representation:

E = qidqi(=d^qi-N). (6.6)
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For reasons clarified later, we avoid the ordering in parenthesis, because of the ad

ditional term N, which is obviously dimension-dependent.

Definition 6.2.3 Let X : M -* TM be a mapping such that X(q) e TqM, where q

is short for (q1 . . . qN). Then X(q) is a vectorfield with contravariant components:

XV...<f"), *e{l,...,Aff (6.7)

Remark 6.2.4 Some more conventions for functions:

f * f(q1...qN):M^R (6.8)

F ^ F(q1...qN,q1...qN,pl...pN):TM^RoiT*M^R (6.9)

The standard convention for Poisson brackets is used:

{P,p} = {q,q} = 0 (6.10)

{?,?} = ! (6.11)

6.2.2 The cotangent bundle

Definition 6.2.4 LetM be an N-dimensional (ordinary) manifold. We define T*M

to be the cotangent bundle on M. The dimension of T*M is: dim(T*M) =

2N. We choose a coordinate representation (q1-,... ,qN;p\,... ,Pn), where the ql,s

are the coordinates on the manifold M as defined above and the pi 's are the fiber

coordinates ("momenta"). The dual character of tangent and cotangent bundles

expresses the "duality" of the Lagrangrian and Hamiltonian description (q1 -H- pi).

We now may asked which objects one can define on T*M.

A 1-form A given by: A = Pidq1.

A 2-form u := dX = dpi A dql.
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The volume element (Liouville form) j^u A ... A u = dpi A dql A ... A

dpN A dqN.

The Poisson bracket {F, G] = dPiFdqiG
-

dqiFdPiG, where we adopted the

convention: {p, q} = 1.

Remark 6.2.5 The universal quantization rule is:

[u, v] = -ih {u, v} + 0(h2). (6.12)

Definition 6.2.5 Let A : M -> T*M be a mapping such that A(q) G T*M, where

q is short for (q1 . . . qN). Then A(q) is a covectorfield with components:

Ai(ql...q% te{l,...,JV} (6.13)

6.3 Basics of de-Rham-complexes

The de-Rham-complex is a special case of the Hilbert-complex. Therefore it is

necessary to first define the more general Hilbert-complex properties and afterwards

specialize to the case of de-Rham-complexes.

Definition 6.3.1 Let Y and Z be Hilbert spaces. Then C(Y,Z) denotes the set of

all closed linear operators with dense domain in Y and with image in Z.

Definition 6.3.2 We will consider Hilbert spaces Hk with k G {0, . . . ,n} and let

Hn+i := {0}. (6.14)

Definition 6.3.3 For all k, we define

DkeC(Hk,Hk+l) (6.15)

to be a closed operator.
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The range of Dk will be denoted by Vk. Therefore we set

D--=(BD* and V:=(BVk (6-16)

k

and

then the complex

imDkcVk+1, yk (6.17)

Dk+1-Dk = Q, ^k (6.18)

0->V0^V1^...D^1Vn->0 (6.19)

is called a Hilbert-complex, denoted by (V,D).

Definition 6.3.4 Let (V,D) be a Hilbert-complex. Let

D*:=Q)D*k and V* := $1%. (6.20)
k k

Then

0 <- V0 ?? . . . V1 Vn <- 0 (6.21)

again defines a Hilbert-complex. It is called the dual complex to (T>,D), denoted by

(V*,D*).

Definition 6.3.5 Let M be an n-dimensional ordinary manifold. Let

ft(M) = C(AT*M) (6.22)

be the set of smooth differential forms on M and let

Qr(M) = C(/\rT*M) (6.23)

denote the set of r-forms on M (discussed in more detail in appendix A.l).
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Then the Hilbert-complex

o -> nQ(M) % n\M) % . . . d^ nn(M) -> o, (6.24)

where d is the exterior derivative (or de-Rham-operator, appendix A.l), is called a

de-Rham-complex.

We will often work with a more general version of the de-Rham-complex, the

difference being that we will work with more general de-Rham-operators and we will

generalize Q(M).

6.4 Chain complexes

Note: a lot of details concerning the following discussion are presented in appendix

A. 2. Let M be an ordinary m-dimensional manifold. In addition to the de-Rham-

complexes we can construct a complex of singular chains (or currents) :

0 -> Cn(M) 4 C_i(M) 4 ... 4 C0(M) -? 0 (6.25)

In this discussion, Co will denote the set of points on M, C\ the set of lines and so

on. The notion of integration of r-forms over r-chains is explained in the appendix.

Cr is considered dual to Ar, the duality being:

(T,u) = [ u. (6.26)

Assigning an (m-r)-form V to each r-chain V G Cr(M),

V = dmxSim-q)(t(x)), (6.27)

where T is a solution of t(x) = 0, allows us to write:
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/ u= [ T'u ,ueAr(M). (6.28)
ir Jm

Therefore one may identify:

,4r(M) 4 Cm_r(M) (6.29)

From the theory of homology groups it is known that

Cm.r(M)
=

Cr-m(M). (6.30)

By employing Poincare duality we finally obtain:

Ar 4 Cm-r = Cr~m d^ Am~r (6.31)

Using this we can now shift the two complexes in the following manner:

o-> a AA1A...AAmAo

o-+crm4...4c-14 c 4o

Note that C~q is dual to Aq.

To conclude this section, let us take a look at the action of differential oper

ators on chains. A general differential operator can always be decomposed as:

P = Y,cada> (6-32)
a

where a is a multiindex. The set of differential operators of order r will be denoted

by Vr
,
the set of all differential operators by V =r Vr.

C~r is a P*-right module, i.e we can define the multiplication of a chain by

a form and by the operators e/
= e(d/) and ix- Nevertheless, these products are

not defined explicitly, but via the dual product of a chain and a form:
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Definition 6.4.1

(r-ro/\i) := (r-r,a/)

(r-rP,u;r) := (T-r,Pur)

(T-'eWW-1) := (r~r, e(df)ur~l) = (T~r , d/ A a;-1)

(r-rtx,wr+1) := (r~r,ixur+l)

(T-^+r^ujq,ur) := (T^^Aa/),

7/ierer-rGC-r(M).

Remark 6.4.1 T/ie degree of the product of a chain and a form is defined by:

deg(Tu) = deg(Y) + deg(u) (6.33)

6.5 The ascending de-Rham-complex

Definition 6.5.1 We define a sequence:

0 . . .0 m> .4 = C -> A1 -> A2 -> . . . -?^ -+ 0 (6.34)

T/m's sequence will be called the ascending de-Rham-complex. The direct sum of its

constituents will be denoted by A*.

N

/(M) = 0#(M). (6.35)
p>0

In the ordinary case AP(M) is identified with P(M).

Remark 6.5.1 Actually, this is in some sense a modified de-Rham-complex as we

will see when we discuss the operators acting on this sequence.

We define a parity changing operation n such that:
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Definition 6.5.2 n is defined to act on the tangent bundle TM and the cotangent

bundle T*M. It acts in a way that the fiber coordinates change parity, whereas the

coordinates on the manifold M stay the same.

(IITM) : (^1,...,^;g1,...,giv)^(g1,...,giV;^1,...,^) (6.36)

(nT*M) : (g\...,gN;pi,...,PArW(g\...,gVi,...,7nv) (6.37)

Remark 6.5.2 This situation is sometimes called supersymmetric, because it ac

commodates for as many bosonic as fermionic degrees of freedom, which is charac

teristic for supersymmetric theories, but it is still part of the ordinary case, where

we have bosonic coordinates on the base manifold and thus has to be distinguished

from the supersymmetric extension of the ordinary case.

In this section we are dealing with (IITM) .

Definition 6.5.3 On (IITM) one can define an odd (i.e. parity changing) first

order differential operator S by:

S:=edql. (6.38)

Moreover, we can introduce an invariant volume element by:

Vol := dq1 . . . dqNd^ . . . d(N . (6.39)

We will see that smooth superfunctions on nTM correspond to the direct

sum of the constituents of the ascending de-Rham-complex A*(M):

C(TITM)
=* A*. (6.40)

Definition 6.5.4 The coordinate representation of a superfunction f G C(nTM)

is given by:

N
1

/ = E^i-p1---^i1---^ (6-41)
p=0P'
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There are correspondences between the supersymmetric and the ordinary

case, which has been discussed in section (6.3):

f
*!

. . . Cp <- dqh A ... A dq^

*-> Sql -> dq%

S - d

Lemma 6.5.1 4s required for Hilbert- complexes and more specifically for de-Rham-

complexes, the operator S satisfies the following property:

SS = edj-pdgi (6.42)

antisymmetric symmetric

6.6 The descending de-Rham-complex

Definition 6.6.1 We can define a sequence:

0^-V~N <- ... ^-D^f-DVo.-.O (6.43)

It is called the descending de-Rham-complex. The direct sum of its constituents is

denoted by V(M):

N

V(M) = 0rp(M). (6.44)
p>0

Remark 6.6.1 We will often use V* instead ofV*, because of the polyvector prop

erties discussed later.

Remark 6.6.2 In analogy to the ascending case, the smooth superfunctions on

HT*(M) correspond to the total space of the descending de-Rham-complex V* :

/GC00(^T*M)^D (6.45)
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Definition 6.6.2 As already stated above, U is defined to act on the cotangent bun

dle T*M in a way that the fiber coordinates change parity, whereas the coordinates

on the manifold M stay the same.

(IIT*M) : (q\...,qN]Pl,... ,pN) ^ (q\... , qN-7Tl, . . . ,nN) (6.46)

6.7 Operators acting on the two de-Rham-complexes

First consider the invariant dual products between the tangent and cotangent spaces

and their corresponding parity odd analogs. We have already defined the mappings

A : M -> T*M and X : M -> TM. The two basic objects A(q) G T*M and

X(q) G TgM together with the pairing (or dual product)

A-X = A{X{ (6.47)

will be the starting point for the investigation of the operators acting on the as

cending and descending de-Rham-complexes. Note that the ordering is important

for reasons of consistency in the supersymmetric case. A and X are generalized

coordinate independent objects, which can be specialized when we consider specific

physical models:

A : Pi,7Ti,iTi (6.48)

X : q\dq\e,e (6.49)

The coordinates on the manifolds q% will be consider as parameters, which com

mute with all the objects listed above. The notation qz,Pi,C^i denotes operators

(position, momentum, parity even/odd, respectively) acting on the superfunctions

on (IITM) and (IIT*M), whatever is appropriate. There are are two families of

operators with different properties.

1. ca and ix, which do not involve derivation with respect to q.
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2. D, which is a generalized form of the well known de-Rham-operator d and the

Lie derivative Cx, which both involve derivation with respect to q.

We will derive the operator algebra in a purely algebraic manner (coordinate in

dependent), in such a way that Cx is completely determined by the relations we

obtain for the other operators. It turns out that:

eA
= A-

ix = ft X,

(6.50)

(6.51)

where again the ordering is important for consistency's sake. The operator eA

commutes with superfunctions /:

e(fA) =: efA = feA = eAf

Let us take a closer look at the operator algebra:

(6.52)

(6.53)

(6.54)

(6.55)

This accounts for the first family of operators. For the second family we

obtain the following fundamental relations:

e\ = 0

i2x = 0

eAix + ixeA = A X

[D,/] = eD/
= e(D/) (6.56)

Cx = ix + Dix (6.57)
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[x,iY]=i[x,Y]=i([X,Y]) (6.58)

The [ , ] is the Lie bracket in this case. The next two relations are direct

consequences of the fundamental relations proved above.

[CX,Cy] = [x,Y] (6.59)

and

DCX = CXD (6.60)

Using [D,/] = (dqif) and family (1), one can derive a set of equivalent

(super-)commutation relations:

JD,7T-X],/] =X(f)

. [\Diit-X],ii-Y] = it[X1Y]

From family (2) we obtain:

. \D,qi]=ii->[\p,M]=Q

[p,#i],7Tj]=0

. [[D,7tilqi]=Sl

From these rules one is able to derive a general solution for the operator D:

D = V|=(fy+Ai)* (6.61)

The freedom of adding a "potential" is exactly what physicists would call gauge

invariance. The V is the covariant derivative well known in differential geometry.
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Definition 6.7.1 The components o/V: Vi,. . .

, Vw satisfy Heisenberg commuta

tion relations of the form:

[v*,<f] = s{

[Vi,Vj] = Fij,

where F{j are the components of the curvature or field tensor.

(6.62)

(6.63)

Now

D2 = (V^XV^)

^[Vi.Vjl + ^Vi.V,-}
=0

1-0

= -oFijCe-

We can immediately see that

D2 = 0 <=> ify = 0 Vi,j.

(6.64)

(6.65)

Definition 6.7.2 Whenever we consider superfunctions F(q, ft) G C(IIT*M) f/ie

descending de-Rham-complex), we will refer to this situation as the ft-model or -

representation.

When we deal with superfunctions of type F(q,) G C(IITM) (the ascending de-

Rham-complex), we will call this situation -model or -representation.

In the ^-representation (equivalent to the position representation in QM), we

obtain:

z
= z multiplication operator

7b =

tt-t derivation operator
at,1

(6.66)

(6.67)
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and therefore

eA := A-

^x
-

d
X-

ae
x

(6.68)

(6.69)

Analogously, in the ^--representation (momentum representation in QM), we

get:

Thus,

fti = iTi multiplication operator

l = - derivation operator.
o-Ki

(6.70)

(6.71)

eA := A
OTT

*X TT-X.

(6.72)

(6.73)

It is easy to check that the operator D looks completely different in the two

representations. Substituting (6.66) and (6.70) into the general form for D (6.61),

we obtain:

in the ^-representation: D =^ + Aif :=d ,
which is a first order differ

ential operator acting on A'(M).

in the 7r-representation: D- A A

dql dni
%

d-Ki
,
which is a second order

differential operator acting on V*(M).

6.8 Characterization of top and bottom forms, vacua

We have constructed two de-Rham-complexes, which both can be used to describe

the same physical system, but they are not completely equivalent. The crucial step

choosing a vacuum state. Once we have fixed the vacuum, everything else will
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be determined by the operators acting on the ascending or descending de-Rham-

complex, respectively. Therefore, we are going to discuss the possible vacuum states

for both complexes in this section. In the ascending case the vacuum is an element of

the bottom forms O5, while in the descending case, the possible vacua are elements

of the top forms Qt-

The bottom elements Q,b G A(M) are all annihilated by ft:

ftnb = 0. (6.74)

There is one preferred bottom element, from which all the others can be obtained

by simple multiplication with a function / G C(M):

|vac) = |0) = nb:=l (6.75)

The top elements fit G V(M) = V(M) are annihilated by the operator :

Qt = 0= DO* = 0 (6.76)

From there we conclude that:

Cx^t = D (ixVt) = divA)ntP0, (6-77)

where div(X) is given by

div(X) := A(ftX) = Vi-(ftjXi) = V;X\ (6.78)
OlTi

If we pick one element of the top states, it is clear that all others may be obtained

by multiplying an arbitrary function / G C(M):

tt't = f-nt (6.79)

Moreover, every other state can be obtained from f^ by multiplying a super-

function F(q,ft) G C(IIT*M):

c = F(q,ft)-nu (6.80)
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where c E.V.

The action of D on an arbitrary element of V*(M) is:

D (F(q, ft)nt) = A F(q, ft) Qt (6.81)

6.8.1 Gauge transformations

As mentioned in previous sections, there is some freedom in choosing the differen

tial operator D. This is reminiscent of the gauge invariance often encountered in

quantum field theories.

Definition 6.8.1 The transformation

D>D + e(A), (6.82)

where A is some "potential", is called a gauge transformation.

Remark 6.8.1 Note that the divergence operator div(X) gauge transforms accord

ing to:

div(X) > div(X) + A X (6.83)

Equivalent to this is a transformation of the vacuum state:

fit ? /-fit (6.84)

D > f-D-r1 (6.85)

Remark 6.8.2 Note that div(fX) ^ fdiv(X).

Thus, there are two kinds of gauge transformations, one that keeps

D2 = 0 (6.86)

and another one, D > D + e(dlog/), which does not keep D2 = 0.
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6.9 Integration and Fourier transform

We want to define Berezin integration in a new, improved way. In the first approach

we are developing the ideas in a purely algebraic manner. Thus we do not care

about factors of 27ri and so on, namely we do not distinguish between Fourier- and

Laplace transformation (which are identical in algebraic terms).

We start from the invariant pairing tt = 71-^, where 7r = tt. The

convention for the normalization of the Berezin integral will be:

^ (e?r'e) = ! (6-87)

7T- = 7Ti 1 + ...+ ttnn (6.88)

(1 + eN) (6.89)

..-t1 (6.90)

we obtain

I(7T1-...-7TN^N-...-e) = l (6.91)

The normalization of the standard Fourier transform is given by the double

Taking into account

exp(ei + . + ejv) = (1 + ei)-...

= 1 + . . . + l

and

Ci . . . M
=

7Ti . . . 7Tjv

=
7TN . . . 7Ti X
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integral:

/oo
roo

I e2nixydxdy = 1

-oo Joo
(6.92)

-OO J oo

oo

/oo e2ydy = S(x) (6.93)
-oo

S(x)dx = 1 (6.94)

oo

oo

The double integral has to be completely defined:

I(F(ir1Z))=J-Dirjl>ZF(ir,Z) (6.95)

The Fourier transform is given by:

JDU(C)e^=TF(>K). (6.96)

We have to keep in mind that the Berezin integral is basically a differential

operator (see chapter 4), so that ifwe integrate over all fermionic coordinates we are

left with the constant term (which does not contain any fermionic variables) of the

(super-)function we integrate over. Therefore one possible definition of the integral

is:

D7T 7Ti . . . 7T/V
=

&I...N (6.97)

where uji,n and uN"A are the components of an antisymmetric tensor and

wi..W^"1 = 1 (6.98)

This implies:

1 AT" JV(JV-l)

wi..Jvw1-* = (-l)"LH- (6.99)

Remark 6.9.1 Either one of the above equations (6.97) can be chosen as a defini

tion. The other one is then completely determined.
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Now, ifwe consider superfunctions F (q, tt) G C(IIT*M) in the ^-representation

or F(q,) G C(IITM) in the ^-representation, we encounter some dificulties. We

do not know how to correlate the normalization of the Berezin integral at two dis

tinct points q and q' of the base manifoldM properly. It turns out that the top-form

u> is q dependent:

u = uJi1...iN(q1...qN) (6.100)

Therefore:

/ Dq7r TTh . . . 7TiN
-

uh_iN (ql ... qN) (6.101)

Furthermore, uj relates Qb and Q< via

u-nb = nt (6.102)

Our prescription for a (mixed) Berezin integral over a superfunction on the

tangent or cotangent bundle is to integrate over the fermionic degrees of freedom

first (according to the rules stated above) and afterwards perform the standard

integration over the bosonic degrees of freedom.
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Chapter 7

The Fermi Oscillator II

In this chapter a simple application is presented as an example of the symmetric

supermanifold theory that was developed in previous chapters. We will discuss the

Fermi oscillator in this new representation. This choice is quite natural, because the

model is rather simple but nevertheless useful to demonstrate the most important

features and advantages of the approach to supermathematics and more specifically

the treatment of supermanifolds described in this work. Ordinary classical mechan

ics, i.e. the dynamical variables of the system are commuting variables, can be

formulated on Sm = TM XmT*M. The Bose oscillator may serve as an example

for this case. To describe a Fermi oscillator, on the other hand, one has to employ

Grafimann variables instead. Therefore, it is again a natural choice to work on

EM = IITMxMIIT*M.

7.1 The pseudo-classical Fermi oscillator model

We our going to restrict ourselves to the one-dimensional case, so that we are dealing

with three coordinates, namely x on the base manifold, on the tangent fiber and

7r on the cotangent fiber. The next task is to find an appropriate Hamiltonian
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comprising the a-type variables tt and . Note that this a pseudo-classical model,

because anticommuting variables usually do not have a classical limit, but we can

still construct a pseudo-classical Hamiltonian that gives us similiar equations of

motions (compared to the bosonic case).

The most general Hamiltonian is:

H =
ao + aif + oli-k + a^i (7.1)

We certainly want the Hamiltonian to be invariant under change of coordi

nates. This constraint leads to ol\
=

ot2
= 0, because -k and are obviously not

invariant under such transformations. On the other hand, from the discussion in

chapter 5 we know that 7r is an invariant object. Moreover it is the analog of p q

in the purely bosonic case, which is well known not only to be invariant but also to

have dimension of energy.

After having introduced the pseudo-classical Hamiltonian, the next step is

to quantize the system. Let us therefore take a look at the canonical quantization

procedure for Grafimannian systems.

7.2 Quantization procedure

Recall the canonical quantization procedure for a classical system with commuting

dynamical variables:

[ti, v}_ = ih&MpAjPoisson + 0(H2), (7.2)

where the Poisson bracket { , }p,q,Poisson is defined by:

x _

du dv du dv

{u,v\vA,Poisson
=

]$]%.- fa dtf
(7-3)

The quantization of a system comprising a-type variables is done similiar.

We just have to replace the commutator by the anticommutator and the Poisson
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bracket by the Schouten bracket:

_

du dv
^
du dv

{U,v\v^schauten
-

^ifa
~

l"1)
faQ^i

Applying this rule and quantizing canonically according to

[U,t>]+ = iHuMir&Schouten + ih%

where u,v 7r,, leads us to the following anticommutation rules:

U ih ^^_(_Dfl|if ]=ift(o + 0) = 0
j+ \d,dir

v "'

d-K dl;

ft,ft]+
= \h[ -57^ -(-l) ^Z~^ ) =iM + ) =0

^a?r d-ndi)

i^
+ (|-^S|)=^+)=

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

7.3 Creation and annihilation operators

We want to clarify the meaning of the operators and ft. Therefore let us compare

with the bosonic case. It is well known that the creation and annihilation operators

for the Bose oscillator cana be constructed from position and momentum operators

in the following way:

6* = =(&- ip), b=F=(x + ip)
V2hK V2H

(7.9)

If one follows this prescription to analogously construct operators in the fermionic

case, one obtains:

ft = -4=(|- i*), i = -if (I + i*)
V2H V2a

These operators obey the anticommutation relations:

1

(-i[|,7r]+-i[7r,U+)=l

(7.10)

(7.11)

J + 2h

i>,ft} +
= ^(-i[l,*]++i[^D+)=0,
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which do not have the structure one would expect for fermionic creation and annihi

lation operators. It turns out that the operators ip and ^ are the fermionic analogs

of the momentum and position operators of the bosonic case. Thus we can write:

i= y-^(ft+^) and7r
=

iy-(^t--0) (7.12)

Recalling the anticommutation relations for the operators and 7r, they are reminis

cent of canonical anticommutation relations for fermionic creation and annihilation

operators up to a factor ih. In order to get rid of this factor we will simply rescale

and ft to define:

ft

and

P =

f =
i

Now we obtain the expected anticommutation relations, namely:

/,/
+

F,P = o
-1+

z,/1

(7.13)

(7.14)

(7.15)

(7.16)

7.4 The Hamiltonian

We want to fix the unknown constants in our Hamiltonian by comparing it with the

bosonic Hamiltonian in terms of bosonic creation and annihilation operators:

Hb = Hw@b+) (7.17)

So far, the Hamiltonian of our model is known up to a factor 0:3 and a constant

shift olq:

Hf = olq + 013ft!; (7.18)
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In terms of the rescaled creation and annihilation operators we get

Hf = a0+a3ihpf (7.19)

Employing the analogy with the bosonic case fixes a^ f = iu. Fixing a0 requires

a little bit more thought. We know that in quantum field theories the constant

term +4^ causes a divergence of the vacuum energy, due to the summation of this

constant over all points in space. One great advantage of supersymmetric theories is

the fact, that the zero-point energy contributions of the bosonic and the fermionic

oscillators can have opposite signs and thus cancel each other. In our model we

have in principal the freedom to choose ao as we like, but having in mind the given

argument it makes sense to fix qjo
= ^. Therefore:

Hf = hu(pf-\) (7.20)

We can as well reexpress the Hamiltonian in terms of the operators ^ an(j ^,:

Hf fojj f_ft_ i 1

yVmVm
2 J

pi0' ^ (v^t +^
_ ^t -

#)
- ^

w |/'2W_[^]i+1
hu

We see that there are two ways of approaching the Fermi oscillator problem,

either by starting with ipty term in the Hamiltonian and quantizing these variables

or starting off with tt and as we did in this chapter.
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7.5 Time evolution and dynamics

The time development of an operator in the Heisenberg picture of quantum mechan

ics can be expressed in terms of the Hamiltonian using the commutator bracket:

d

dtAH
= -[HH,AH]. (7.21)

For systems with both ordinary and Grafimannian variables it suffices to simply

replace the commutator by a supercommutator bracket (see B. DeWitt's approach,

ch. 3). Since the fermionic Hamiltonian under consideration involves only a product

of two Grafimann variables, which has even parity, the supercommutator reduces to

the commutator:

d_
dt

TT =

l^-
=

l
hu

IT t 1

VihVih 2
,7r (7.22)

y = h[^-4 hu

ihVih
(7.23)

Bryce DeWitt's result is identical up to factor \M~l. (Note that B. DeWitt works

in h c = 1 units.) The equations of motion imply the following structure of time

dependence for the operators in the Heisenberg picture:

i(t)=i0e-["t and f(t) = f0e-[t

ft(t)=ft0e["t and f\t) = f^.

(7.24)

(7.25)
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This is similiar to the time dependence of creation and annihilation operators for

the Bose oscillator.

Another interesting feature is revealed by looking at the Hamiltonian equations of

motion. When working on Em = nTM x^IIT^M we usually expect to corre

spond to q. However, this is a purely mathematical correspondence. It turns out

that the Hamilton equations of motions give the correct answer (i.e the one ob

tained above) when we replace g, rather than g, by in the classical equations. This

expresses the correct physical correspondence.

,..** i=^_!,,. ,,,

Now we can rewrite the Hamiltonian in terms of tt and :

Hf = Huj (4=4= - I I
= * - % (7-28)

7.6 Normalized eigenstates

We now want to derive the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues belonging to the Hamilto

nian under consideration. In the bosonic case, one can either work in the postion or

in the momentum representation. For the approach to the Fermi oscillator presented

here, there are also two representations to choose. We know from the discussion in

chapter 6, that we have two possible representations at hand, namely the tt- and

the {-representation. Choosing one representation accounts to restrict ourselves to

either nT*M or nTM, respectively.
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7.6.1 ^-representation (UT*M)

In this representation the ft and operators can be represented as:

7T,(tt)
7T

d

Inserting this into the Hamiltonian leads to:

7T(7r) (tt)
ff/'w

=

to\VmVm 2

= fro; ( 7^ - -

(7.29)

(7.30)

(7.31)

The most general function of tt is of the form g(ir) = ai + a27r, where ai, 02 C.

Thus # is isomorphic to a two dimensional vector:

g(ir) = ai + a2?r =

2
(7.32)

which allows us to write the Hamilton operator as a 2 x 2-matrix, the eigenfunctions

becoming eigenvectors of this matrix:

1 11

Hft{ir)9{n)
= M71"^

-

)(oi +w) = Huj(--ai + (1 - -)a27r)

=* no;

Let us summarize the results:

-Ei,2

eigenvalue eigenfunction parity
Huj

2 0M = c 1 = c|0) even

1 ftu;
"f"

2 g(ir) =c-7T = c|l) odd

Table 7.1: results in ^-representation

The constant c is an arbitrary complex number that will be fixed appropri

ately to normalize the states. Note the opposite parity of the states |0) (even) and

|1) (odd).
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7.6.2 {-representation (IITM)

In the {-representation we obtain similiar results, working with

|(0 = { and %)
= +ihd^ (7.33)

Note that the 4- sign is due to the symmetry of the anticommutator.

The Hamiltonian now takes the form:

Hm
= hu, (d

-

i) (7.34)

Again, the most general function #({) can be represented by a vector:

<7({)=ai + a2{=(^). (7.35)

This time the eigenvalue equation is:

HfM)9(0
= M<%~ 2)(ai + fl2{) = ^((l- g)0!- 220

Note the change of sign (and therefore parity of the eigenstates) compared to the

7r-representation:

eigenvalue eigenfunction parity
Fujj

2 g(0=c-Z = c\o) odd

f
2 9(n) =c-l = c|l) even

Table 7.2: results in {-representation

7.6.3 Normalization of eigenstates

In order to normalize the eigenstates of the Fermi oscillator properly, we first have to

define an appropriate dual product, which we will do in terms of states represented
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by functions of supernumbers:

</,</> == HdTTTr/^.^) (7.36)

where, for simplicity, we can choose Z = /d{{ = f dinr 1. This duality turns

out to be valid not only in our simple model. It can easily be extended to be valid

for more complicated objects such as the fermionic Fock space etc. However we will

only show how it works for our two-state Fermi oscillator:

states 7r-repr. {-repr.

|0> 1 i

<0| 1 %

11) 7T i

(11 dvr i

Table 7.3: states in the tt- and {-representation

Pluging this into the dual product defined above, gives the following results

(in the 7r-representation):

(7.37)

(7.38)

(7.39)

(7.40)

We obtain similiar results if we work in the {-representation.

There is an alternative construction of the dual product which works better

for path integrals discussed later. It is reminiscent of the holomorphic representation

in quantum mechanics. It features all we demand from a dual product for the

ail) 3= / dirndl tt = 1

(1|0) = / dirndl -1 = 0

(0|1> = / d7T7rl 7T = 0

(0|0) = / dTTTTl-l = 1
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purpose of normalizing functions representing the states of a quantum mechanical

system (in the fermionic case we have to deal with Berezin integration). The integral

should not change the parity, therefore we want to integrate over an even number of

Grafimann variables. Moreover, the result should be a real (measureable) number.

Thus we define (in the {-representation):

</,> :=/d7(i,{2)/({2)<?({i), (7.41)

where the "measure" is given by:

d7(,1)6):=^I. (7.42)

Similarily, in the 7r-representation we obtain:

(f,9)n = J dj(7r1,7r2)f(7r2)g(7r1), (7.43)

with the "measure" d7(7ri,7T2) := d7r^d7r||
X17r2

. Again, it is easily verified that, as

required, (0|0) = (1|1) = 1 and (1|0) = (0|1) = 0. For example:

<0|0>, = /^5^
= ***-&> - 1 (7.44)

m)( = J*#gftl
= dftdM-M,^ = Q. (745)

The dual product can be naturally extended to accomodate more degrees of freedom

by integrating over d7z({J,{2) for each degree of freedom.

7.7 Coherent states

Among the various ways of defining coherent states, we are choosing the most com

monly known, namely coherent states being eigenstates of the fermionic annihilation

operator:

f\a) = a\a) (7.46)
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Taking into account the action of / on an arbitrary state |a) = fli|0) + 02 11) leads

to the eigenvalue problem:

f\a) = a2\0) = a(ax\0) + a2\l)) (7.47)

from where we immediately conclude:

aa2
= 0 (7.48)

and

aai
=
a2. (7.49)

Substituting (7.49) into (7.48) gives

aaai
= 0. (7.50)

It is clear that a\ cannot be zero, because of (7.48) would demand a2 to be zero as

well. Thus we fix a\ = 1 (for normalization's sake) and are left with two types of

solutions (a2 = 0):

a = a2
= 0

a = a2 are both Grafimann

The only Grafimann variables at hand are { and 7r, so that a is either one of those.

Both are parity changing, which instantly excludes a 7r, because 7r|0) ~ |1) cannot

be an eigenstate of the annihilation operator. On the other hand, {|1) = |0) is a valid

eigenstate of the annihilation operator. Therefore we end up with only one linear

independent but degenerate coherent state, namely |0) with eigenvalues 0

and {. If we reverse the meaning of creation and annihilation operators ("Dirac hole

theory") we expect |1) to be the eigenstate of /t (now the annihilation operator)

with eigenvalues 0 and n, which indeed turns out to be true.
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7.8 Some complications

We saw in the last section that we have only one (degenerated) linear independent

coherent state. Obviously the set of coherent states is therefore undercomplete. But

moreover, we do not have a partition of unity as in the approach of Bryce DeWitt,

which makes it impossible to use coherent states for the formulation of path inte

grals via time slicing and short-time propagators. Furthermore, the fact that the

Hamiltonian is linear in either ft and { makes it impossible to perform a Legendre

transformation, which means that we cannot obtain a Lagrangian for this problem

by starting off with the Hamiltonian or vice versa.

I want to explain this in some more detail: Usually we can simply derive the La

grange function by performing the inverse Legendre transform:

L({, {) = tt{
- H = -io;7r{

- hu (^
-

0 = ^ (7.51).

Actually, the Legendre transform is ill-defined in our case: It transforms a function

of { and 7r into a function of { and dnH(7r(d7rH)). This in turn requires a unique

inverse function ^(d^H)^ which is not fulfilled, because H is only linear in it. Also,

the action is somewhat ill-defined and doesn't lead to any meaningful information

about the dynamics of the system. There are methods, though, to construct path

integrals for systems without Lagrangians ([14], [15]) but they consider Hamiltonians

comprising quadratic forms.
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7.9 Transition amplitudes and Path integrals

7.9.1 Transition amplitudes

It is easy to calculate the transition amplitude between two arbitrary states of the

Fermi oscillator. Given two arbitrary states (in bra-ket notation)

\a,t) = e-^wta0|0)+e+Mwtai|l)

(a',t'\ = (0|o/0*e+^ + (lKV2kwf/,

the calculation of the overlap is straightforward:

(a',t'\a,t) = a0*a0e+^-V + a[*aie~ ^K^^) . (7.52)

Thus, the probability for a transition from \a, t) to \a',f) can be written as:

\(a\t'\a,t)\2 = KW+^^W^e-^'-^l2 (7.53)

+aQ*a0a'la*1e+^t'-V + a,0a5a,1*a1e-iw^-')

= W|2|a0|2 + |ai|2|i|2 + 2Re (a'0*aQa[ale+JnC-'>) .

Analogously we can obtain the transition amplitude for two arbitrary SUSY oscil

lator states (provided the dual products for both the Bose and the Fermi states are

well defined):

(<x\a')susY = ((*\f{<x\b)(\<*')b\a')f)

= (<*\f\<x')f (a\b\(x')b

7.9.2 Path integrals

Introduction

The path integral technique, originally invented by Feynman in his Ph.D. thesis,

turnes out to be the most fundamental and most appealing method of quantization
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to date. At a classical level it can be used to prove Hamilton's least action prin

ciple, which was for a long time thought of as the basic axiom underlying classical

mechanics. In this approach a transition function K(b, a) from a state a to a state

b is given by the formal sum over all possible paths:

K{b,a)= ]T Cxei^th, (7.54)
all paths

where C is some constant and 5path = / dt L(q(t),dotq(t),t) is the action associated

with the specific path. Of course, the critical step in the calculation is to perform

the rather vague "sum over paths". This is usually done by decomposing a path

in a finite numer of points and integrating over the position of these intermediate

points followed by taking the limit (no. of points) - oo. This is equivalent to the

limit where the seperation of the points goes to zero. By doing this we obtain the

path integral:

K(b,a) = Cx fpeK (7.55)

where f Vx is the shorthand symbol for f d^i . . . f dxn.

Path integrals via time-slicing

We saw in section 7.8 that it is not possible to apply this approach in the case

of the Fermi oscillator, since the Legendre transform is ill-defined, which makes it

impossible to find a meaningful Lagrangian for the system under consideration (a

constant Lagrangian, as required by the equations of motion, would immediately

cause the path integral to blow up). But there is yet another possibility to define a

path integral without making use of coherent states for the partition of unity. We

again employ the method of time-slicing the path in configuration space, but now we

use the quantum mechanical time evolution operator e~ ft
. The linearized version

1 ^HAt (valid in the short time limit) still holds for infinitely many intermediate
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points. There is a complete set of eigenstates (position eigenstates), which allows a

partition of unity: I = f dq\q)(q\. We get:

K(a',a) = lim [a'\ (e-^At(|0)(0| + |l)(l|))n |a), (7.56)
n>oo \ /

where At = ^y. We can evaluate the expression in parenthesis accoording to what

we said above:

e-i*A!(|0)(0| + |l)<l|) A-n (l
- iai (/*/

-

|) At) (|0>(0| + |1><1|)

= (l + JSf) I0)(0| + (l-^)|l)(l|
= c'|0>(0|+C|l)(l|

Using the (alternative) dual product in the {-representation, K(a',a) can be ex

pressed as:

K(a,a)= J ^ z2~{l~* ? )a (f )

x (i
- cewe+le + <o a

- eewee +we).

This integral is completely c-type, since all a-type objects (Grafimann variables and

Berezin integrals) always come in pairs. The measure d7({, {) can be written in the

following way:

(i
- ^f")(c^"+i? + c) = (C-e+ie + c

- <*'?) -? (c-^e - off), (7.57)

where the arrow denotes equality under the integral, since the single c is cancelled

by Berezin integration over {^, so that we are left with:

o/({"n+1)(l + C+1C+1)(c*C+1t - <tnn (c*C3f - <*2?)(c*2f - c{1{1)a({1)

-> a'(?+1)r+1(c*)n?K1) + c'r+1){n+1r+1(c)n{1{1a({1).

All other contributions (mixed in c* and c) are cancelled by Berezin integration. The

final expression is apparently consistent with the result we obtained for transition

amplitudes (see section 7.9.1).
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7.10 The supersymmetric oscillator

In order to construct a supersymmetric model from the previous considerations we

have to combine the Fermi oscillator model with a Bose oscillator. This exten

sion leads us to the supersymmetric oscillator. Most of the features of the SUSY-

oscillator in purely algebraic terms are worked out in great detail in textbooks on

supersymmetry (I mainly used [13]).

7.10.1 Summary of purely algebraic features of the SUSY-oscillator

The Hamiltonian of the supersymmetric oscillator is simply the sum of the bosonic

and fermionic Hamiltonians:

Hsusy = Hb + Hf = huj (tfb + i
J
+ hu (pf - ^\ = hu (l^b + /t/) (7.58)

The zero-point energies cancoel each other. The states of the SUSY-oscillator are

obtained by taking the tensor product of bosonic and fermionic states:

Msusy = \a)b |a)/, (7.59)

with a unique vacuum state for a = 0. With the exception of the vacuum state

all other energy eigenstates \n)susY >
n G N are twofold degenerated, since both

\nb = n)b <g) \nf = 0)f and \nb = (n
- l))b 0 |n/ = 1)/ belong to the eigenvalue

(nb + nj)u = nu.

For the time being we are going to restrict our discussion to linear supersymmetry.

Hence, we define the following (non-hermitian) SUSY-operators:

Q+ '= op (7.60)

Q- := 6f/ (7.61)

(7.62)
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By defining

Qi = Q+ + Q- (7.63)

Q2 = -i(Q+-Q_) (7.64)

(7.65)

we introduce hermitian operators that obey [Qi,Q2]+ = 0. The Hamilton operator

can be written in terms of these new operators:

Hsusy = hu [Q+1 Q_]+ = hu(QY)2 = Hu(Q2)2 (7.66)

Note that all SUSY-operators commute with the Hamiltonian and therefore leave

the energy unchanged.

7.10.2 The SUSY-oscillator in the new representation

The question to be asked now is how to formulate the supersymmetric oscillator

model in the new representation, namely on nTM or nT*M. Recall that we used

the fermionic coordinates on the fibers to build a model of the fermionic oscillator.

Quite naturally, the base space M will become the domain of the functions repre

senting the states of the bosonic oscillator. In our case the bosonic coordinate x of

M was restricted to be one-dimensional. Therefore the combined supersymmetric

states of the SUSY oscillator can either be expressed in terms of functions living on

the symmetric supermanifold nTM ((x,{)-representation) or alternatively in terms

of functions on nT*M ((p,^-representation). An arbitrary SUSY oscillator state

is given by:

\ot)susY = \<*)b \a)f = \a)b <g> (a0|0)/ + (*i\l)f) (7.67)

Normalization requires the condition |ao|2 + |ai|2 = 1.
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(x,{)-representation

In this representation an arbitrary state will be represented by:

Msusy = F(x,() = a0/oW{ + i/iW (7.68)

(p,7r)-representation

The coordinate on the base space M is changed to p, since we are now working in

the momentum representation for the bosonic sector. The representation of SUSY-

oscillator states in this case is given by:

\oi)suSY = F(p,n) = cxQfo(p) + ai/i(p)7T (7.69)

The SUSY-operators in both representations can be obtained by expressing the

bosonic and fermionic creation and annihilation operators in the respective repre

sentation and multiplying, i.e:

Q+,(repr.)
=

(repr.)
'

/(repr.) (7.70)

A general SUSY-operator in any representation is given by:

Asusy Ab
x L J

(7.71)
(*,0

The brackets denote a certain (consistent) choice of representation. Furthermore,

eigenstates of Hsusy are those with either olq or a\ vanishing (fermionic part) and

/o / /i the usual eigenfunctions of the bosonic harmonic oscillator problem in the

appropriate representations (Hermite polynomials etc.)

7.10.3 Some thoughts on the supersymmetric Fockspace

This section has not been worked out in detail yet. It is supposed to be a brief outline

of some ideas concerning the representation of a supersymmetric Fockspace using

symmetric supermanifold theory. An arbitrary state in a supersymmetric Fockspace
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Fsusy is the tensor product of a SUSY-oscillator at each point of the base manifold

M. For simplification we are going to discretize the position or momentum space M

by reducing it to a bounded lattice with N points:

N N

W)Fock = \ak)susY = (\ak)b \ak)f) (7.72)
k=l fc=l

If we want to represent such a state it is an obvious choice to work with either nTM

or nT*M, because both comprise N ordinary and N Grafimann variables. More

over, functions on nTM and nT*M are symmetric under the exchange of ordinary

variables associated with bosonic degrees of freedom and antisymmetric under the

exchange of Grafimann variables associated with fermionic degrees of freedom, which

are exactly the properties we need. The commutation and anticommutation rules

are preserved, because we are dealing with oscillators at different points on M, so

they don't interfere with each other.

We know from quantum field theory that a spinor field can be expressed in terms

of a Fourier decomposition:

W*) =E / (2f)3/2 ig- {cs(p)u,(p)e^ + g(g).(fle} , (7.73)

where cs denotes the annihilation operator for a particle and dl denotes the creation

operator for an antiparticle. Thus we conclude that instead of having one single

SUSY oscillator at each point of the lattice, we better had the tensor product of one

bosonic and two fermionic oscillators:

N

\a) = (\ak)b \&k)f,particle Wk) f ,antiparticle) (7.74)

These states can be easily represented using superfunctions on T,m = nTM xm nT*M:

| a) ^F(z,{,tt) = aih(x) + a2f2(x) + a3f3(x)Tr + a4U(x)ir, (7.75)
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with the normalization condition: |o;i|2 + |a2|2 + |ck3 |2 + |or4|2 = 1 and the fi(x)

being normalized eigenfunctions of the bosonic oscillator.

Also, in this representation it is possible to construct two different sets of7-matrices

belonging to a Clifford algebra:

ji = e9^ (7.76)

where g is the metric tensor used to rise and lower the indices i.
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Chapter 8

Mathematics on Grafimannian

manifolds

In the following chapter the mathematical tools needed to describe bosons in a some

what simplified manner are introduced. It turns out that in the bosonic case it is

appropriate (for simple physical models) to work on "naive" Grafimannian mani

folds. I assume some knowledge of calculus on ordinary manifolds. Nevertheless, a

brief review of and the calculus on differential manifolds is presented in appendix

A.l. In order to distinguish Grafimannian manifolds from ordinary manifolds, they

are labeled by 1M throughout the text, where the 1 stands for grade 1 or odd.

8.1 Introduction

The intention in developing an analysis on Grafimannian manifolds is to keep as

many analogues to the analysis on ordinary manifolds as possible. Therefore many

of the definitions and theorems introduced on ordinary manifolds will remain un

changed or will be modified by simply changing signs. There will be changes due
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to the non-commutativity of the generators {M of the (antisymmetric) Grafimann

algebra. A Grafimannian manifold is going to be locally homeomorphic to a linear

space with a basis spanned by the generators of the Grafimann algebra. The corre

sponding field is: K = C The tangent space of a Grafimannian manifold is spanned

by the vectors eM
= -Sp and the basis for the dual (cotangent) space is (d"). The

definition of tensors and tensor operations remains unchanged.

8.2 Calculus on Grafimannian manifolds

Definition 8.2.1 The duality in the Grafimann case is defined by:

d dt^

The notion of forms suffers an important change. They have been introduced

on ordinary manifolds (where we have a symmetric or commutative algebra) as

totally antisymmetric tensors of rank (0,m). For reasons becoming obvious later on,

we are forced to replace this condition.

Definition 8.2.2 An Grafimannian (differential) r-form is a totally symmetric ten

sor of rank (0,r).

This leads us to the definition of the wedge product for Grafimannian forms:

Definition 8.2.3 The Grafimannian wedge product is defined in the following way:

d{Ml A ... A d{^ = Y^ dMP(1) dMp(7l) (8-2)
PeSm

Notice that the antisymmetry of the wedge product and the antisymmetry of the

differentials of the generators results in overall total symmetry.

It turns out that exactly this property makes Grassmannian forms the right choice

for a representation of bosonic states, since d{M A d{^ ^ 0, which is reminiscent of

Bose statistics (the same state may be may be arbitrarily often occupied).
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Remark 8.2.1 We will use the following natural convention: Greek letters in the

ordinary case will be replaced by arabic letters for the Grafimannian analogue and

vice versa.

Definition 8.2.4 The coordinate representation of a Grafimannian r-form is given

by:

o = ioMl...Mrd{^A...Ad{^, (8.3)

where the coefficents o^...^,. are totally symmetric like the coordinate basis.

Remark 8.2.2 The operations on forms (exterior and interior derivative) remain

unchanged.

Definition 8.2.5 The Lie derivative of a Grafimannian form o is given by:

Cxo = (ixd
-

dix)o. (8.4)

Remark 8.2.3 Note that the partial derivatives are antisymmetric, that is d^d^^ =

1 = -dvd^Z". Also: Jd{{ =
-

/{d{.

Finally, let us compare and summarize some properties of the ordinary and Grafi

mann calculus:

coordinates partial derivatives differentials

ordinary case xl symmetric d/dxl symmetric dx1 antisymmetric
Grafimann case {M antisymmetric d/d^ antisymmetric d{^ symmetric
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Chapter 9

De-Rham-complexes

9.1 Preliminaries

The following is a somewhat simplified treatment of the de-Rham-theory described

above. It is sufficient in some simple physical models.

Let M be an ordinary manifold of (finite) dimension m and let Qr(M) denote the

field of r-forms on M as discussed in appendix A.l. The de-Rham-complex

o -* n(M) A n\M) A ...A nm(M) A o (9.1)

terminates, as expected in the finite dimensional case, because all r-forms with

r > ra + 1 vanish identically per definition. One can as well introduce another

complex in terms of r-chains (see appendix A.2):

0 A C0(M) A ... A Cm-i(M) A Cm(M) - 0 (9.2)
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9.2 The fermionic de-Rham-complexes (ordinary man

ifolds)

In this section we will carry out a discussion of the two de-Rahm-complexes for the

fermionic case. As mentioned above, it turns out that in order to get symmetry

properties appropriate for fermions, we are going to work with differential forms

and complexes on ordinary manifolds. There are two natural operations on M: The

exterior derivative d and the inner product ix- In addition to that, one may define

a generalized exterior derivative.

Definition 9.2.1 Let f G C(M) andu G O(M). Then the operator ef : Qr(M) ->

Qr+1(M) is defined by:

efu
=

df Au. (9.3)

We are going to define one of the two de-Rham complexes making use of

this generalized form of the exterior derivative (and ix)- This deviates from the

standard definiton of a de-Rham-complex given in appendix A.l, but is still valid.

The property that is most important, namely dr+\ dr = 0, now is replaced by

ej
-

ef
= 0. From this relation one can easily conclude that it keeps im(e/(r 1 ?

r)) C ker(e/(r - r + 1)) as required by the definition of de-Rham-complexes.

Definition 9.2.2 The fermionic de-Rham-complexes are sequences induced by the

operators ef and ix, respectively:

(M) %Q1(M)%...%nm(M)%0 (9.4)

0^ fi(M) n1(M)-...inm(M) (9.5)

The sequence for ef starts at 12 (M) = C(M) and terminates at Qm(M)

(top-forms), while the sequence for ix behaves exactly contrary. This is reminicent of

fermionic creation and annihilation operators and a fermionic model accomodating

m non-degenerate states with a maximum number of m fermions.
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9.3 The bosonic de-Rham-complexes (on a Grafiman

nian manifold)

In the bosonic case, the right description turns out to be on Grafimannian mani

folds. Let XM denote an m dimensional Grafimannian manifold, Or(1M) the field

of Grafimannian r-forms and x a vectorfield on 1M. In analogy to the ordinary

case, 0(1M) = C00(1M). The bosonic de-Rham-complexes are defined via two

operators:

e^ : Or h+ Or+1 and ix : Or h-> Or~\ (9.6)

which lead to:

Definition 9.3.1

oYm) %ol(1M)e4...e4om(1M)e4... (9.7)

oh O^M) ho1(1M)^...hom(M)h-... (9.8)

One can immediately see the main difference to the fermionic case, which is that the

complexes defined above are only bounded from one side (bottom). The other end

does not terminate due to the symmetry properties of Grafimannian forms, namely

d{a A d{Q ^ 0.

Remark 9.3.1 Note that one can (up to a factor) uniquely fix a top form on ordi

nary manifolds. This is no longer true in the bosonic case on Grafimannian mani

folds, where the complexes extend to infinity.
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Chapter 10

Fockspaces

10.1 Introduction

This chapter is divided into three parts. The first two parts deal with the fermionic

and the bosonic Fock space, respectively. Before moving on to develop the fermionic

Fock space, it may be helpful to review the notion of Fock spaces.

While in classical mechanics different subspaces of the (classical) phase or configura

tion space are combined by taking the direct sum S = Ssub, in quantum mechanics

subspaces are often combined via the tensor product (of different subspaces), e.g ad

dition of angular momenta or in the hydrogen atom problem: \nlm) = \n) <g> \lm). In

our case, if we want to construct a multiparticle Hilbert space from single particle

Hilbert spaces, this is done by taking the tensor product of n single particle Hilbert

spaces Ti1:

Hn =Ul...Ulj (10.1)
n times
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The Fock space is then just the direct sum of all n-particle Hilbert spaces, up to

n y oo:

oo

t = () un = nl (n1 n1) . . . (10.2)
71=1

**

10.2 The fermionic Fock space

Our goal is to find a representation of the fermionic Fock space using differential

forms and de-Rham-complexes. It will be shown that the r-particle Hilbert space

can be represented by forms of order r, i.e. V.r = Hr(M), and thus a representation

of the Fock space can be constructed: T = ^x 2r(M). As mentioned in section

9.2, the right mathematical description can be developed on ordinary manifolds.

Therefore, we have three different operations, which can be used to construct an

operator algebra similiar to the algebra of the fermionic harmonic oscillator, namely

Definition 10.2.1 The fermionic creation operator in our representation is defined

by:

ft = exk
= dxk A (10.3)

This operator creates an index k, where the set {\k)} denotes the set of single particle

quantum states (e.g. in the momentum or position basis).

Definition 10.2.2 The fermionic annihilation operator is given by:

fk = iek = idk (10.4)

This operator destroys an index k.

Now, consider the operator algebra (i.e. anticommutation rules) for these

operators:
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{fh fj) = exkexi + exiexk
= 0 (10.5)

Proof: Let u G O(M) be a generic form. Then:

exkexjU
= dxk A dx^ A u = -dxj A dxk A u = -exjexku. (10.6)

{fkjj} =

idkidj +idjidk
= 0 (10.7)

Proof: Let u G O(M) again be a generic form, with coordinate representa

tion defined by (A. 15). Then:

idkidju
= idk

_

djUj^.^dx^ A ... A dz^ (10.8)

=

(r
_

2)!
^^^>3-^d^3 A ... A dx^

= ~

,

_ 2x , djdkujkfl3^rdx3
A ... A dz^

=

-idjidkw,

where it is taken into account that dkdj is symmetric with respect to k -f* j inter

change, while Ukjuz,..^ is antisymmetric. It is also understood, that we sum over k

and j.

{fk,fj}
= idkexj + exjidk = dkXJ = dkxJ = 5{ (10.9)

Proof: The proof for this relation is basically given by the proof for the

generalized form of the Lie derivative in the ordinary case (B.0.3).

After having introduced the operator algebra, we consider the action of these oper

ators on generic forms u G O(M).
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1

fj\u) = exiu
=

-}ufJ,1...(Jirdx'1 A dxl A ... A dx^ (10.10)

fi\u) = idiu = j^-^diUi^.^dx^ A daA, (10.11)

where it is summed over i.

Now we are ready to investigate the action of such operators on physical states,

which we have to construct first.

Definition 10.2.3 A (multi-) particle state is given by:

|m, n2, .

, nm)
= (dx1A)"1 (dz2Ar . . . (dxmA)n 1, (10.12)

where ni is the occupation number of the i-th state (in the position, momentum etc.

basis) represented by the form dx1. There is no need for a factor ^, since the dx1 's

are ordered.

Remark 10.2.1 Note that in the fermionic case, ni G {0, 1}, due to the antisym

metry properties of the wedge product (A. 1.19). If one dx1 appears at least twice,

the whole expression gives 0, because of dx1 A dx1 = -dx1 A dx1 = 0.

Definition 10.2.4 The vacuum state |0) is defined by:

|0)=I^1, (10.13)

where 1 : Q(M) = C(M) -> 1 is often abbreviated to 1.

Remark 10.2.2 Remember that the vacuum is defined as the state that is annihi

lated by all fi 's.

Next, consider the action of ft and fk on the vacuum and single-particle

states.
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/t|0) = exk-l = dxkAl = dxk = \nk = 1) (10.14)

/fc|0)=*afc-l = 0 (10.15)

fj\nk = l)=idjdxk = S^\0) (10.16)

pk\nk = 1) = exkdxk = dxk A dxk = 0 (10.17)

/t|njfe = l) = exjdxk = dxj A dxk = \nj = 1, n* = 1) (10.18)

Similar to that is the action on multi-particle states.

,

,
0 if nk 1

fk\ni,... ,nm)
= exfc|ni,... ,nm) =

(

|ni,... ,nfc
= 1,... ,nm) if nk = 0

(10.19)

0 if nk = 0

1

(10.20)

/*|rai,... ,nm) =iajni,... ,nm) = _

|ni,... ,njfc
= 0,... ,nm) ifnfc = l

Remark 10.2.3 An n-particle state is characterized by ^ n*
= n.

The number operator is pretty much trivial in the fermionic case, but it can

be checked that it works as usual in this representation:

Nk\u)
= ftfk\u) {l=] (1

- fkft)\>) (10.21)

(10.19U10.20) I 1 if nfc = 1

\ 0 ifnk = 0

where \u) is an arbitrary multi-particle state.
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10.3 The bosonic Fock space

In complete analogy to the fermionic Hilbert space, the r-particle Hilbert space in

the bosonic case can be represented by GraBmannian forms of order r, i.e. W =

Or(1M). Therefore a representation of the bosonic Fock space can be constructed

in the following manner: T = 0~ 1 Or(1M).

Definition 10.3.1 The bosonic creation and annihilation operators are given by:

ba
=

ee (10.22)

ba =

iea = ida (10.23)

The bosonic operator algebra (i.e. commutation relations) can be derived

using (B.0.4).

iae^
-

e^iea
= da^ = 8^ (10.24)

iejep -h0iea =0 (10.25)

e^e^ e^e^
= 0 (10.26)

Remark 10.3.1 The vacuum is again defined to be \0) = I = 1 (see definition

above).

Let the reader be reminded that in this case daAda ^ 0. Let us investigate

the action of the operators ba and ba on generic forms o G Or(1M):

ba\o) =

eeo
= i0,,.AdfAdrA...Adf (10.27)

j da if o = |0) = 1

[ 0 if o "topform"
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ba\o) = idao = ^daOa^^d^2
A ... A d^r (10.28)

J |0) = 1 ifo = dQ

\ 0 if o = |0) = 1

where it is summed over a.

We proceed to introduce multi-particle states in the occupation number rep

resentation.

Definition 10.3.2 A bosonic (multi-) particle state is given by:

|ni,n2>... ,n7)
= (d^A^^A)712 ... (d^A)n^ 1, (10.29)

where na is the occupation number of the a-th state (in the position, momentum

etc. basis) represented by the form da . There is no need for a factor x, since the

da 's are ordered.

Remark 10.3.2 Notice that in the bosonic case: n@ G Ng~.

The action of the bosonic creation and annihilation operators on such a

multi-particle state is given by:

ba\nu... ,na,...,n7) = ^(d^A)"1 . . . (dttA)"- . . . (d^A)^ 1

= (df1A)ni . . . (daA)n"+1 . . . (d7A)n^ 1

= |ni,... ,nQ + 1,... ,n7)

ba\ni,.. . ,na, ... ,n7) = iajni, . . . ,na, . . . ,n7) (10.30)

= na|ni,... ,na
-

1,... ,n7),
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where the last step remains to be proven.

Proof: We are going to investigate the Grafimannian form p
= (d^A)n0 1. The

general coordinate representation of this form is given by:

P= ^...unAC1 A...A<0, (10.31)
np\

p

with all
Pui...unB

= 0 except for pp...p
= np\. Then:

iHV
=

i0 {df>A)n' 1 =

{n^_iydpppU2...Unp dC2 A ... A dCnP (10.32)

np

(np-l)\
d^A...Ad^ = n^(d^A)"^-1 1.

(np l) times

Remark 10.3.3 Notice that the above calculations yield deviations of our formal

ism from the standard formalism, where at\k) = y/k + l|fc+ l) and a\k) = y/k\k 1).

Lemma 10.3.1 Let p be a generic Grafimannian r-form not containing d@ . Then:

h,P
= j^ydpppU2...Urde2 A ... Adf = 0. (10.33)

Now we have collected all the ingredients to calculate the bosonic number

operator: As an interesting example choose o = (daA)na 6, where 6 is a generic

form not containing dQ. Hence:

Nao = babao (10.34)

&U*e.(daA)n"o]

ba {[iea (d^A)n] o + (6^A)n [ieQo]}

(10.32^10.33) 6t{na(de.A).-l5 + 0}

nQ(dQA)n*d

= nn o.
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Chapter 11

Overview and Future Work

We examined in detail the two different approaches to supermathematics of T.

Voronov and Bryce DeWitt.

T. Voronov introduces Grafimann variables to extend the rules of ordinary calculus

on them, for instance, they are used as coordinates and as part of the basis for T.

Voronov's supervector space Rml" (which is still a module over the field of complex

numbers).

Bryce DeWitt, on the other hand, uses Grafimann variables to generate the algebra

of supernumbers. Supervector spaces in B. DeWitt's sense are then modules over

the ring of supernumbers. In that sense the supernumbers "replace" the complex

numbers in B. DeWitt's approach.

Besides the various similarities (same multiplication laws, equivalence of differen

tiation and integration, inverse Jacobi determinant under change of fermionic, i.e.

Grafimannian, coordinates), B. DeWitt's supermathematical objects yield a richer

structure, while T. Voronov's more constrained objects are more popular and often

sufficient for all kinds of applications in mathematics and physics.

We worked out a reduction scheme to invariantly reduce B. DeWitt's supermanifolds

to symmetric manifolds. This was the first step on the way to find a meaningful
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measure for functional integration on super spaces. Much work has to be done in

this direction (which is currently pursuit by P. Cartier) to develop tensorial integra

tion on more complex (super)manifolds in a dimension independent way. Dimension

independence is always the precondition to extend the definitions to infinite dimen

sional spaces.

Following the same prescription, we have to reevaluate the path integrals of chapter

7.9.2.

Another part of the thesis concentrates on the isomorphism between superfunctions

and de-Rham-complexes on supermanifolds, which was used to construct a new rep

resentation of Fock spaces. Moreover, the new developments and tools are applied

to the Fermi oscillator model. We showed that the only invariant one-dimensional

fermionic Hamiltonian gives rise to a Fermi oscillator. This one-dimensional ap

proach is different to the Fermi oscillator model presented by B. DeWitt in [3],

specifically in the existence and number of coherent states. Thus, future work will

include a detailed comparison between these two formulations of the Fermi oscilla

tor. Another interesting question arises: Does the model we propose yield the same

unusual stationary trajectory (see "endpoint distributions", [3]) that B. DeWitt en

counters in his treatment ? A smooth stationary trajectory would intuitively seem

to be more physical.
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Appendix A

Mathematical Toolbox

A.l Manifolds

A.1.1 Introduction

Definition A. 1.1 An m dimensional differential manifold M is a topological space

which is locally diffeomorphic to Rm.

That means it is possible to introduce a set ofm numbers at each point in a manifold,

namely the local coordinate of that point. IfM is not diffeomorphic to Rm globally,

it is necessary to introduce several local coordinate patches. Thus one point may

have more than one coordinate. A basic requirement of differential manifold theory is

then that the transition from one set of coordinates to another has to be smooth (i.e.

C or differential of needed degree). This condition ensures that a differentiable

function in one coordinate system is also differentiable in another (overlapping)

coordinate system, which allows to develop calculus on manifolds.

Definition A. 1.2 M is an m-dimensional differentiable manifold if

1. M is a topological space.

2. M is provided with a family of pairs {(Ui,(f>i)}.
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3. {Ui} is a family of open sets which cover M, that is, \J-Ui = M.

<j>i is a homeomorphism from Ui onto an open subset U[ ofW1.

4. Given Ui and Uj such that fynUj ^ 0, the map ipij = fa-cpj1 from ^(UiHUj)

to 4>i(Ui fl Uj) is infinitely differentiable (smooth).

The pair (Ui: fa) is called a chart. The family of pairs, denoted {(Ui,fa)}, is

therefore called an atlas. Moreover a subset Ui is called a coordinate neighborhood,

and fa is the coordinate function.

A. 1.2 Calculus on manifolds

The most remarkable feature of differentiable manifolds is the possibility to use the

usual calculus originally developed in Rm .

Consider an m-dimensional manifold M and an n-dimensional manifold N with

charts (U, fa) on M and (V, ip) on N.

Definition A. 1.3 A differentiable (smooth) map g : M -> N maps a point q E U

from M to g(q) 6 V, such that its coordinate representation

V>#_1 : Rm -)- IT

is C, i.e infinitely differentiable.

It is clear that the differentiability of g is independent of the coordinate system,

since the transition function between two overlapping charts is also required to be

C.

Definition A. 1.4 g is called a diffeomorphism, if i/jgcf)*1 is invertible and if the

inverse (f>gil)~l is alsoC .

Remark A. 1.1 M is then called diffeomorphic to N, which implies dim (M) = dim (N).
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Definition A. 1.5 An open curve in an m-dimensional manifold M is a map c :

(a,b) -> M, where (a,b) is an open interval such that a < 0 < b (for convenience).

Definition A. 1.6 A closed curve is a map c : S1 -> M. It can be treated as an

open curve locally.

On a chart ([/, 0), c(t) has the coordinate representation x = (f>c : R - Rm .

Definition A. 1.7 A function f on M is a smooth map from M to R, with the

coordinate representation on chart (U,fa): f(f>~1 : Rm > R.

The set of smooth functions on M is denoted by T(M).

The definition of geometrical objects like vectors, dual vectors and tensors on man

ifolds is somewhat different from the concepts of such objects in lRn. A vector is

defined as a tangent vector to a curve c : (a, b) > M, with (a, b) containing t = 0.

Definition A. 1.8 A tangent vector at c(0) is the directional derivative of a function

f(c(t)) along the curve c(t) at t = 0, i.e

d/ (<=())
I ,A1,

^
1, (A.l)

In the local coordinate representation this becomes:

d(f-<f>-l(x)) (dx(c(t))\
|t=o (A. 2)

dx* V dt

where / (f)~1(x) is often abbreviated to /.

Definition A. 1.9 The tangent vector to M at p
= c(0) along the direction of

the curve c(t) is defined as the differential operator X = XIX(-^I), with X^ =

dx*(c(t)) i

dt \t=0'

All the tangent vectors at p or more precisely all the equivalence classes of curves at

p E M that yield different differential operators X at p, form a vector space called
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the tangent space of M at p, denoted by TpM.

eM
= (gfjr) , /i

= 1, - . .

,
m are the basis vectors of TpM. {eM} is called the coordinate

basis.

Remark A. 1.2 dim TnM = dim M.

anor>Aa-ni- Tf T/ T/^_jL _ T/'^

dy
A vector V = F% is coordinate independent. If V = Vv -^ = V"^, then Vv

and V'v are related as:

dva

As stated above, TpM is a vector space and therefore exists a dual vector space,

often called the cotangent space at p, denoted by T*M, whose elements are linear

functions from TpM to R.

Definition A. 1.10 u : TpM > R of T*M is called a dual vector or cotangent

vector.

The dual basis is clearly {dx^}, since

d dxv

(dx\ --) = ^- = 5ua (A.4)v '

dx
'

dx M v )

A dual vector is written as u = u^dx^.

Definition A.l. 11 The duality { , ) : Tp*M <g> TpM -> R is defined by:

(a;, V) = u^(dx^ JL) = UliV6S =u^ (A.5)

Definition A. 1.12 A tensor of type (q,r) is a multilinear object which maps q

elements of T*M and r elements of TpM to R. The set of tensors of type (q,r) at

p e M is denoted by Tr%(M).

An arbitrary tensor T may be expressed in terms of the bases of T*M and TpM:

T = T"~*..<,.;. g^ds" . . . dx" (A.6)
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Definition A. 1.13 A tensor field of type (q,r) is defined by a smooth assignment

of an element of 7^P(M) at each point p G M.

Remark A. 1.3 The set of tensor fields of type (q,r) on M is denoted by Trq(M).

The upper (lower) indices of a tensor are referred to as "contravariant" ( "co-

variant") indices. Whether a component of a tensor is contravariant or covari

ant is defined by the transformation properties of the specific component under a

change of coordinates (xk)k \-t (xk)k. Contravariant components Xk transform as:

Xk = -r^jX1, whereas covariant components Xk of a tensor transform according to

the rule Xk =

ap-Xj- There are two tensor operations, which rise and lower the

rank of a tensor, respectively.

Definition A. 1.14 The tensor product <g> : 7? x 7j' - 7^' is defined by:

(TS)(u>u... ,uq+q,;V\... ,Vp+p') =T(uu... ,uq-V\... ,n (A.7)

xS(uq+l,...,uq+ql;VV+\...,VP+P'),

where T G 7? and S 7j' and Ui G T*M, V* e TM.

The reversed operation (the rank of a tensor is lowered) is called contraction.

Definition A. 1.15 The contraction of a tensor, contr : Tq > 7?Z\ is defined by:

contr(T) = J2T(... ,e\... ; . . . ,e*, . . . ), (A.8)
i

where (e%)i and (ei)i are bases ofT*M and TM, respectively.

A. 1.3 Differential forms

Symmetry property of tensors

Consider the symmetry operation on a tensor u 7^,, which is defined by

Pu(Vu . ..,Vr)= u(VP{l), . . .

, Vp(r)) (A.9)
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Note that VJ G TpM and P e Sr, the symmetric group of order r. In the coordinate

basis {eM}, the components of a; are

w(ew,...,efr)EwMr (A.10)

and therefore

Pu(e^... ,e/J =

u;Mp(1)...Mp(r) (A.ll)

Definition A. 1.16 T/ie symmetriser S is defined for u G 7^.pM by

Su = i E Pw (A- 12)
'

PG5r

Definition A. 1.17 T/ie antisymmetriser A is defined for u G T^JS/L 6y

Au = -

J2 s9n(p) Plj (A. 13)
'

Pesr

where sgn(P) = +1 /or even permutations and 1 /or ogW permutations.

Remark A. 1.4 Au is totally antisymmetric, that is PAu = sgn(P)Pu.

Exterior differential forms

Definition A. 1.18 A differential form of order r, or an r-form, is a totally anti

symmetric tensor of type (0,r).

Definition A. 1.19 The wedge product A of r one-forms is defined by the totally

antisymmetric tensor product

dx^1 A ... A dx^ = ^2 sgn(P)dxfJ'pw <g> . . . <g> dx^^ (A. 14)
Pesr

Some important properties of the wedge product are the following:

1. dx^1 A ... A dx^ = 0, if some index p,i appears at least twice.
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2. dx^1 A ... A dxMr = 0 is linear in each dx^{ .

3. dx^ A ... A dx^ = sgn(P)dxpw A ... A dx^p^).

The vector space of r-forms at p G M will be denoted by fiJ(M). The set of r-forms

forms a basis of ftJ(M). An element u G fiJ(M) can be represented as

w = -^...^dV1 A ... A dz^ (A.15)

where a;Ml...Mr is, like the basis, totally antisymmetric.

Remark A. 1.5 Because of the () choices for the set (/ii, . . . ,/xr) o o/(l, . . . ,m);

the dimension o/fiJ(M) is () = (m!)!r!

Remark A.1.6 Since (7) = (mr), tow implies dim(Wp(M)) = dim(Sl-r (M)) ,

which also means that Q(M) is isomorphic to QLn_r(M).

Similar to vector and tensor fields, r-forms can be assigned smoothly to each point

of a manifold M. The space of smooth r-forms on M will be denoted by Qr(M). It is

possible to identify Q(M) to be the space of smooth functions ^"(M) (dim(fl(M)) =

1) and QX(M) to be the cotangent space Tp*(M) (dim(fl1(M)) = m).

Definition A.1.20 The exterior product of a q-form and an r-form, A : f2p(M) x

fip(M) > Q,p (M) is given by a trivial extension:

(u A 0(V1? . . .

, Vq+r) = ^
.

J2 sgn(P)u(VP{1), . . .

, VP{q))
P&Sq+r

x(VP{q+1)l... ,VP{q+r)) (A.16)

where u G QP(M) and G ^J(M) act on (q+r) vectors V{ G TPM.

Definition A. 1.21 The space of all differential forms at p is defined by

n;(M)
= np(M) e nJ(M) e . . . e (m) (A.17)

It is closed under the exterior product.
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Some important properties: Let G Q9(M), 77 G fir(M) and u G QS(M). Then:

1. A = 0ifqodd

2. A n = (-1)^77 A

3. ((An) Au = A(nAu)

A.1.4 Derivatives of forms

Exterior derivative

Definition A. 1.22 The exterior derivative (differential) a\ is a map from fir(M) >

fir+1(M) which acts on an r-form

u = -Um...nr dx*1 A ... A dx^ (A. 18)

as follows:

dru = -( u;m...Mr )dxuAdxtllA...A dx*' (A.19)

The subscript r is often dropped.

As an example consider the r-forms in 3 dimensions:

1. u0 = f(x,y,z)

2. ui = ux(x, y, z)dx + uy(x, y, z)dy + uz(x, y, z)dz

3. u2 = uxy(x, y, z)dx A dy + uyz(x, y, z)dy Adz + uzx(x, y, z)dz A dx

4. u3
= uxyz(x, y, z)dx Ady Adz

The action of d on them is:

1. du0 = %dx + gdy + %dz ="grad"
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2- ^ = (*
-

fy) dx Ady + (fy
-

*) dy Ad,

+ (^F-^F)d^Ad:r ="rot"

3- do;2 = (^f +%- + ^f) do; A dy A dz ="div

4. dw3 = 0

Remark A.1.7 Let G ft(M) and a; G Q,r(M). Then

d(( Au) = (aX)Au + (-1)9 A {du) (A.20)

Another important property is:

d2 = 0 or more precisely dr+id^ = 0

Proof Consider an arbitrary r-form

u = i^L.^d^1 . . . dx^ G nr(M) (A.21)

The action of d2 on u is:

d2w = I dSn--^da;A A^ A dajll A A dxr (A22)
r! dx*dxv

which vanishes, because
d

qx\9xV is Az/-symmetric while dxA Ada;" is antisymmetric.

A useful expression in this context is the following. Let X X^q^, Y = Yv
-q-?

and u = u^dx^1 G !^1(M). Then one obtains the coordinate-free expression

du(X, Y) = X[u(Y)]
- Y[u(X)}

- u([X, Y}) (A.23)

where [X, Y] is the Lie bracket of two vectors. The Lie bracket is going to be defined

later. The given expression can be generalised to r-forms u G Clr(M) to give

r

du(Xu. . .

, Xr+i) = ^(-l)i+1-Yiw(Xi, . . .

, Xi, . . .

, Xr+i)
i=l

+ ^2(-l)i+ju([XuXj],Xl,... ,X... ,X;,... ,Xr+l) (A.24)

i<3
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where the entries below the tilde sign have been omitted.

A map / : M -> N induces a pullback /* : T;*(p)(N) -> Tp*(M), which natu

rally extends to tensors and therefore also to r-forms. Let / : M > N, u G Qr(N),

p G M and f(p) G N. Then f induces the pullback /* : ^;(p)(N) - I2J(M) such

that

(ru)(Xu... ,Xr)=u(f,Xu... J^Xr) (A.25)

where /* : TPM -+ T/(p)N and X{ G TpM.

d(/*w) = /* (dw) (A.26)

/* A a;) = (/*) A (/*a;) (A.27)

Interior product and Lie derivative

Definition A. 1.23 The interior product is a map ix : 0r(M) ? Q,r~l(M), where

X G Af(M), the set of vector fields on M. Let u G Qr(M), then the action of ix on

u is defined by

ixu{Xu... ,Xr_i)=w(X,^i,... ,Xr_i) (A.28)

Using the usual coordinate representations X = X^-q^ and

uj = ^a;Ml)...)Mrc?a;Ml A ... A dx^T
,
this gives

iXu = 7-^Xul/fl2.^rdx^A...Adx^ (A.29)
(r-1)!

s=l

where it is understood, that the entry below
~

has to be omitted.

The Lie derivative of an r-form can be written using the interior product.
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Definition A.1.24 The Lie derivative of a form is defined by

Cxu = (dix + ixd)u (A.30)

Proof(for a one-form) Let u = u^dx* be a one-form. Then

(dix + ix^)u = d(X*Ufj,) + ^[-(d/iO^
-

d^u^dxp, A dxu]

= (u^X* + X^dvu^dx" + X(dvuv
-

dvu^)dxv

= (u^X^ +X^d^dx" (A.31)

which is clearly the well known Lie derivative jw. It can be shown that this is

also true for any general r-form.

Definition A. 1.25 The Lie bracket [X,Y] is a vector field given by

(X^y-Y^X")-^ (A.32)

Some properties of the interior product and the Lie derivative:

1- *[x,Y]w
= X(iYu)

- Y(ixu)

2. i\ = 0

3. ix(u A rj) %xu A n 4- (-l)ro; A ixV

4. Cxixu = ix^xu

A. 1.5 Closed forms and de Rham complexes

Definition A. 1.26 An element of ker a\ is called a closed r-form. An element of

im dr-i is called an exact r-form.

Example: u G Qr(M) is closed if do; = 0 and exact if an (r-l)-form 77 exists

such that u = d77.
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Definition A.1.27 The exterior derivative dr induces the sequence

o -4 n(M) ^nl(M)^... d^ nm(M) ^ o (A.33)

with the inclusion map i : 0 t-> 0(M). T/n's sequence is called a de Rham complex.

Remark A. 1.8 Noe that im dr C ker dr+i, because a\u G im dr and dr+i(dru) = 0

imply drU G ker dr+\.

The quotient space ker dr/im dr_i is called the rth de Rham cohomology

group, which is the dual space of the homology group.

A. 2 Homology groups

A.2.1 Simplexes

Definition A.2.1 The r-simplex ar = (po . . .pr) is defined by

( r r "j

oT
= I x G Rm \x = ]T api, a > 0, Y^ Ci

= 1 \ (A.34)
I i=0 i=0 J

where m > r. ar is bounded and closed and therefore compact.

Some examples of simplexes are:

0-simplex (po): point or vertex

1-simplex (popi): line or edge

2-simplex (poPiP2)'- triangle with interior

3-simplex (pqP\P2Pz)'- solid tetrahedron

The vertices pi of o> are required to be geometrically independent, because an r-

simplex is supposed to be an r dimensional object. If q + 1 (0 < q < r) points are

chosen out of po, . . . ,pr, they constitute a q-simplex aq
= (pko . . ,pk ) of o>, which

is called a q-face.
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Definition A.2.2 Let K be a finite set of simplexes in Rm . K is called a simplical

complex, if the simplexes are fitted together in such a way that:

1. An arbitrary face of a simplex ofK also belongs to K, e.g,ifaeK and a' < a

then a' G K.

(u<
"

in this case denotes a face of a higher dimensional simplex)

2. If a and a' are simplexes in K, the intersection a fl g' is either empty or a

face of a and g'
,
that means if a, a' G K then either a fl a' = 0 or a Da' < a

and o fl cr' < a'.

It is useful to assign orientations to simplexes. An oriented r-simplex is an ordered

sequence of vertices of a polyhedron. Two sequences {po, ,Pr} and {pi0, ... ,Pir}

are considered equivalent, if {pi0, ... ,Pir} is an even permutation of {pq, ... ,pr}.

This defines an equivalence relation with two equivalence classes, one consisting of

even permutations of {po? >Pr}? the other one consisting of the odd permutations.

Definition A.2.3 Let (pi0---PiT) = sgn(P)(po . . .pr). The equivalence class of

even permutations (sgn(P) = +1) is called an oriented r-simplex denoted by o~r
=

(po -Pr), while the other class (sgn(P) = 1) is denoted by oT = (po . . .pr).

For later convenience (integration of an r-form over an r-simplex) it is prac

tical to define the standard r-simplex in Rr .

Definition A.2.4 The standard r-simplex ar in W is given by

ar
= \ (x\... ,xr) Gr|a^>0 A J]V<li (A.35)

where a;M is a coordinate of R.
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A.2.2 Chains, Cycles and Boundaries

Definition A. 2. 5 The r-chain group Cr(K) of a simplicial complex K is a free

Abelian group generated by the oriented r-simplexes ofK (r < dim(K)). An element

of Cr(K) is called an r-chain.

Let the number of r-simplexes Gr>i in K be Nr (1 < i < Nr). Then c G Cr(K) is

decomposed as:

c = ^2ciGrj (A.36)

The boundary of an r-simplex o> is denoted by drGr, where dr should be understood

as an operator acting on o> to give its boundary.

Definition A.2.6 Let gt = (po . . .pr) be an oriented r-simplex. The boundary dTGr

is an (r 1)-chain defined by

T

dTGT = 53(-l)'(po * & -Pr) (A-37)
i=Q

where the point pi under the tilde has to be omitted.

Example:

dz(poP\P2Pz) = (P1P2P3)
~

(P0P2P3) + (P0P1P3) -

(P0P1P2) (A.38)

dr acts linearly on an element of CT (K) ,

drC = ^2 cidr&r,i (A.39)
i

The boundary operator dr therefore defines a map

dr : Cr(K) -> Cr-i(K) (A.40)

which is a homomorphism.
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Definition A.2. 7 Let K be an n dimensional simplicial complex. The chain com

plex C(K) associated with K is a sequence of chain groups induced by the homomor-

phisms d,

0 4 Cn(K) H Cn-!{K)V . . . 4 CQ(K) % 0 (A.41)

where i : 0 <-> Cn(K) is an inclusion map, e.g. 0 is regarded as the unit element of

Cn(K).

Definition A. 2.8 If c G Cr(K) satisfies

drc = 0 (A.42)

then c is called an r-cycle. The set of r- cycles is denoted by Zr(K) and called the

r-cycle group.

Remark A.2.1 Zr(K) = kerdr C Cr(K). Forr = 0; d0c = 0 and Z0(K) = C0(K).

Definition A.2.9 Let c G Cr(K). If there exists a d G Cr+\ such that

c = dr+id (A.43)

then c is called an r-boundary. The set of r-boundaries is denoted by Br(K), which

is a subset of Cr(K) called the r-boundary group.

Remark A.2. 2 Br(K) = imdr+i. If K is n dimensional, Bn(K) = 0.

An important relation between Zr(K) and Br(K) is the following:

Lemma A.2.1 The composite map dr dr+\ : Cr+\ > Cr_i is a zero map, e.g.

dr(dr+ic) =0 Vce Cr+i(K) (A.44)

Using this lemma one can easily verify that
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Theorem A.2.1

Br(K) C Zr(K) (C Cr(K)) (A.45)

This is exactly the expected result, expressing the fact, that a boundary itself has

no boundary.

A.2. 3 Homology groups

Definition A.2. 10 Let X be a topological space. If there exists a simplicial complex

K together with an homeomorphism f : K > X, X is called triangulable and the

pait (K,X) is called a triagulation of X.

To make practical use of the above defined groups Cr(K), Zr(K) and Br(K)

it is necessary to investigate the relation between those groups and the topological

properties of K or the topological space whose triangulation is K. For this purpose

one may first define the notion of homology groups.

Definition A. 2. 11 Let K be an n dimensional simplicial complex. The rth homol

ogy group Hr(K), 0 < r <n, of K is defined to be

Hr(K) = Zr(K)/Br(K) (A.46)

Therefore Hr(K) is the set of equivalence classes of r-cycles:

Hr(K) = {[z]\z e Zr{K)} (A.47)

where each equivalence class [z] is called a homology class. It has to be understood

that two r-cycles z and z' are in the same homology class if z z' G Br(K). Then

z is called homologous to z' .

Theorem A.2. 2 Homology groups are topological invariants. Let X be home

omorphic to Y and let (K,f) and (L,g) be triangulations of X and Y respectively.
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Then:

(Hr(X)=) Hr(K)^Hr(L) (=Hr(Y)) (A.48)

Hr is independent of the choice of triangulation.

The main purpose of topology is to classify spaces. Therefore one has to

find topological invariants as appropriate criteria for such a classification. As stated

above, homology groups are such topological invariants, which explains their impor

tance.

All the definitions above can be generalised to manifolds. Let M be an

m-dimensional manifold, o> an r-simplex in W and / : or > M a smooth map.

Definition A.2. 12 A (singular) r-simplex sr in M is the image of gt in M.

Remark A.2.3 / is not required to have an inverse. The simplexes sr are called

singular, because they are not a triangulation of M. The notion of geometrical inde

pendence of points (see above) does not make sense in a manifold.

Definition A.2. 13 Let {sr>i} be the set of r-simplexes in M. An r-chain c in M is

defined by

c = ^2 aiSrii ai G R (A.49)
i

The r-chains in M form the r-chain group Cr(M).

Remark A.2.4 Under f : o> > M the boundary dGr is also mapped to a subset of

M. dsr = f(dGr) is the geometrical boundary of o>. d defines a map d : Cr(M) >

Cr-\(M) and is nilpotent as expected.

The definitions of r-cycles, r-boundaries and their groups as well as the (sin

gular) homology group Hr(M) in M are completely analogous to the definitions

given above and are therefore omitted.

Some other useful definitions:
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Definition A.2. 14 Let K be a simplicial complex. The rth Betti number br(K) is

defined by

br(K)
=

dim(Hr(K;R)) (A.50)

Theorem A. 2. 3 (Euler-Poincare theorem)

Let K be an n-dimensional simplicial complex and let Nr be the number of r-simplexes

in K. Then the Euler characteristic x(K) can be computed as follows:

X(K)
= f>l)riVr = JT(-l)rbr(K) (A.51)

r=0 r=0

Remark A.2.5 The Betti numbers br(K) as well as the Euler characteristic x(K)

are topological invariants and therefore conserved under a homeomorphism.
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A.3 De Rham Cohomology Groups

The dual of the homology groups introduced in the last chapter may be defined out

of differential forms on a topological space M, if this space is a manifold. The dual

groups are called de Rham cohomology groups. I am well aware that it is possible

nowadays and maybe even more useful to introduce cohomology groups without

stressing their dual character to homology groups. But it is my personal impression

that the "old" approach is still the best way to get a basic understanding of what

is going on.

A.3.1 Integration of an r-form over an r-chain in M

Definition A.3.1 The integration of an r-form u G fT(M) on an r-simplex sr in

M is defined by

u= f*u (A.52)
J ar

where f : ay M is a map such that sr = /(o>).

Note that f*u is an r-form in Rr
,
so that the right hand side of the equation

is just the usual integral over Rr .

Definition A.3.2 For the more general r-chain c = Yliaisr,i Cr(M), the inte

gration is defined by

uj = Y^ai w (A.53)
Jc

^
J
STii

A.3. 2 Stokes' theorem

A very important tool for physicists, not only in this context, is Stokes' theorem,

which is well known in E3 (Stokes' and Gaufi' theorem).
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Theorem A.3.1 Let u G nr_1(M) and c G CT(M). Then

du= u (A.54)
Jdc

Proof: It is enough to prove this for an r-simplex sr in M, since c is a linear

combination of such r-simplexes. Let / : oy -> M be a map such that /(ay) = sr-

Therefore

j du= f f*(du)= f d(f*u) (A.55)
J Sr J aT J <TT

and furthermore

w = / fu (A.56)
dsr J dar

where f*u is an (r-l)-form in W . Thus it is sufficient to prove the formula

dn = / 77 (A.57)

for an (r-l)-form 77 in Kr . Let 77
= b(x)dxl A . . . Adxr_1. This is not the most general

(r-l)-form in W (which would be some linear combination involving (r-1) da^s with

i running from 1 to r). But since the integration defined above is distributive, this

choice for 77 will suffice for the proof. Observe that

dr> = ^-dxr A dx1 A ... A dxr_1
'

dxr
or

= (-l)r"1^da;1A...Ada;r-1Ada:r (A.58)

By computation one gets

f A-q = (-i)r_1 / ^dx1...dxr-1dxr

(A.59)
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The boundary of ar can be written as follows:

dGr = (pi,p2, ,Pr) ~

(P0,P2, ,Pr) + + (~l)r (po,pU . . . ,pr_i) (A.60)

It is straightforward to check that 77
= b(x)dx1 A ... A dxr~l vanishes if one of

the x1, . . .

,
xT~l is constant. For example, it follows that f, , 77 = 0, because

a;1 = 0 on (p0,P2, ,Pr)- As a matter of fact there are only two faces of day which

contribute to the right hand side of Stokes' theorem.

/ V= f 7 + (-l)r/ V (A.61)
JdtTr J(pi,P2, ,Pr) J (po,Pl .... ,Pr-l)

The first term may be written as

/ V
= [ b(x\...,xr-1,l-J2)dx1...dxr-1

J(Pl,P2,-,Pr) J(pi,...,pr-i,p0) \
IJj_1J

=

("irll6^
r-1

... ,xr-\l-Y, ) dx1..^^-1 (A.62)

Note that the integral domain has been projected along xr to the plane (pi, . . .

,pr- 1 , po)

(It is very helpful to check this in 3 dimensions). The second term is

(-l)r f r)
= (-l)r f_ b(x\...,xr-\0)dx1...dxr-1 (A.63)

'(POiPli iPr-l) JtTr-1

since (p0, . . . ,pr-i) is the standard (r-l)-simplex on which xr = 0. Adding the first

and second term and comparing them to the result of the left hand side, proves

Stokes' theorem.

A.3.3 Definitions

Definition A.3.3 Let M be an m-dimensional differentiable manifold. The set of

closed r-forms is called the rth cocycle group, denoted by Zr(M). The set of exact
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r-forms is called the rth coboundary group, denoted by Br(M). These are vector

spaces with R- coefficients.

Remark A.3.1 Note that Zr(M) D Br(M), since d2 = 0.

Observe that

1. if u G Zr(M) and V G ZS(M), then u A if> G Zr+S(M)

2. if u G Zr(M) and V e S(M), then u A ijj G r+s(M)

3. if w G r(M) and <ip G J3S(M), then u A i\) G 5r+a(M)

Definition A.3.4 T/ie ri/i de Rham cohomology group is defined by

Hr(M-R)
= Zr(M)/Br(M) (A.64)

Ifr < 1 orr > ra + 1, Hr(M)
= 0. The following restatement may

be helpful to clarify the meaning of the definition above. Let u G Zr(M). Then

[a;] G Hr(M) defines the equivalence class of r-forms:

{a/ G Zr(M)\u' = u + dn, dr, G fT^M)} (A.65)

Two forms which differ by an exact form are cohomologous.

A.3.4 De Rham's theorem

In this section we want to investigate the duality of Hr(M) and Hr(M).

Definition A.3. 5 Let M be an m-dimensional manifold and Cr(M) the r-chain

group of M. Let c G Cr(M) and u G Q,r(M) with 1 < r < ra. The duality ( , ) :

Cr(M) x f2r(M) -> R is defined by:

(c,u)
=

u (A.66)
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Remark A.3.2 Note that (c,u) is linear in both c and u.

Stokes' theorem can now be written as:

(c,dw) = (0c, w) (A.67)

Lemma A.3.1 Let c G Br(M) and u G Zr(M) or let c G Zr(M) and u G Br(M).

In both cases it can easily be verified that (c,u) = 0.

Definition A.3.6 Let [c] G Hr(M) and [u] G Hr(M). Then the duality

A : Hr(M) x Hr(M) -> R is defined by

A([cUu])
=

(c,u)=Ju (A.68)

Remark A.3. 3 A is well defined since it is independent of the choice of represen

tatives. Let c' G Cr+i(M), then it follows from Stokes' theorem that

(c + dc', u) = (c, u) + (c', du) = (c, u) (A.69)

where du = 0 has been used.

Analogously, let u' G Or_1(M), then

(c, u + du') = (c, u) + (dc, u') = (c, u) (A.70)

because in this case dc 0

Theorem A.3. 2 (de Rham's theorem)

IfM is a compact manifold, Hr(M) and Hr(M) are finite-dimensional. The map

A : Hr(M) x Hr(M) -> R (A.71)

is bilinear and nondegenerate. Therefore Hr(M) is the dual vector space ofHr(M).

Remark A.3.4 A( , [a;]) can be considered a linear map Hr(M) - R and A([c], )

a linear map Hr(M) -> R. Both linear maps have maximum rank, i.e. dim Hr(M)

= dimHr(M).
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Lemma A.3. 2 Let M be a compact manifold and let br be the rth Betti number.

Let ci,C2,... , Q,r be appropriately chosen elements of Zr(M) such that [cj ^ [cj]

Then: A closed r-form r, is exact if and only if

[ 7? = 0 (1 < i < br) (A.72)
Ja

For any set of real numbers B\,... , Bf,r there exists a closed r-form u such that

f u = Bt (l<i<br) (A.73)

Remark A.3. 5 Observe that

br(M)
=

dimHr(M) = dimHr(M) = br(M) (A.74)

where 6r(M) is the Betti number of M. This is due to the fact that Hr(M) is

isomorphic to Hr(M).

The Euler characteristic is now written as

m

x(M)=J2(-^rbr(M) (A.75)
r=l

Note that the left hand side is a purely topological characteristic, while the right

hand side is an analytic condition.

A.3. 5 Summary

We discussed the chain complex C(M) and the de Rham complex Q*(M), schemat

ically:

<- Cr-i(M) t Cr(M)^ Cr+i(M) < (A.76)

and

? nr~l(M) i W(M)^ nr+1(M) -> (A.77)
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The rth homology group is defined by

Hr(M) = Zr(M)/Br(M) = kerdr/imdr+i (A.78)

The rth cohomology group is defined by

Hr(M) = Zr(M)/Br(M) = kerdr+i/imdr (A.79)
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A.4 Fibre bundles

A.4.1 Introduction

Whereas a manifold is locally homeomorphic to En, a fibre bundle is a topological

space which locally looks like a direct product of two topological spaces. They

provide a natural description of many theories in physics, such as general relativity

and gauge theories.

A.4.2 Definitions

Definition A.4.1 A differentiable fibre bundle (E,B,tt,G) consists of the following

elements:

1. A differentiable manifold E called the total space.

2. A differentiable manifold B called the base space.

3. A differentiable manifold F called the typical fibre.

4- A surjection tt : E > M called the projection. The inverse n~l(p) = Fp is

called the fibre at p.

5. A Lie group G called the structure group, which acts on F on the left.

6. A set of open coverings {Ui} ofB with a diffeomorphism fa : UiXF ir~l(Ui)

such that 7rfa(p,f) p- The map fa is called the local trivialisation since fa[l

maps it~l(Ui) onto the direct product Ui x F.

7. The map fa(p,f) = fa,P(f) F -> Fp is a diffeomorphism. Uj(p)
=

<f>~l<f>j# :

F - F (on Ui fl Uj 7^ ) is required to be an element of G. Then fa and <f>j are

related by a smooth map Uj : Ui C\Uj > G as </>j(p, /) = fa(p-,tij(p)f). {tij}

are called the transition functions.
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A fibre bundle should be independent of a special covering of B. The above

definition can be used to define a coordinate bundle (E, B, tt, F, G, {Ui}, {fa}). Two

coordinate bundles (E, B, tt, F, G, {Ui}, {fa}) and (E,B, tt, F, G, {Vt}, {^}) are called

equivalent, if (E, B, tt, F, G, {Ui} U {yj, {fa} U {^i}) is again a coordinate bundle.

A fibre bundle is then defined as an equivalence class of coordinate bundles.

The transition functions are required to obey the consistency relations:

Ui(p) = identity map (p G Ui) (A. 80)

Uj(p) = tji(p)-1 (peUiHUj) (AM)

Uj(p)tjk(p) = tik(p) (peUiHUjHUk) (A.82)

Consider two bundles with subscripts 1 and 2 labeling all their constituents.

The mappings between to bundles in which one is interested are the ones which

preserve the local product bundle structure, that is fibres are mapped into fibres.

These are called bundle morphisms.

Definition A.4. 2 A bundle morphism is a pair of maps (F,f):

F:E1^E2 f :B1^B2, (A.83)

in a way that all the involved mappings (inch ir\, iti) are commutative and for a

given F, the map f is uniquely defined, if it exists.

Remark A.4.1 Let (E,B,ir) be a differentiable fibre bundle, where dim(E) = n+p

and dim(B) = n. A chart (U, fa) on E defines fibre coordinates on E, if the mapping

<p : U i-> Rn+P is a bundle morphism. Rn+P is given the natural bundle structure

Rn+P =Rn xRP.

A.4.3 Common types of fibre bundles

From now on5 = Mn.
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Definition A.4.3 Let Mn be a differentiable manifold and let vx G Tx(Mn). Then

T(Mn) (the space of pairs (x,vx)) can be given a tangent bundle structure

(T(Mn),Mn,?T,GL(n,M)). The different elements are:

The fibre at x: Tx(Mn)

Typical fibre F: Rn

Projection: tt : (x, vx) h- x

The homeomorphism fa is the pair (tt, 7/^0772), where iT2(x,vx) = vx andip'^Vx)

is the representative of vx in the chart (Ui,ipi):

(tt,^ o tt2) : K-\Ui) ^UiXRn by (x,vx) *-> (x,4(vx)) (A.84)

The coordinates of a point p = (x,vx) G 7r_1(l7t) 4lnxPc T(Mn) are:

[X ,
. . .

,
x ,vx, . . . >vx)

Structure group G: GL(n,E) is the group of linear automorphisms ofW1 (iso

morphisms ofW1 onto itself). The matrix representation is the set of n x n

matrices with det(M)^0. GL(n,E) is a Lie group.

Another important type of fibre bundle is the following.

Let px be an arbitrary frame in T^M"). A frame px is a set of n linearly

independent vectors (ei, . . . en) which can be expressed as a linear combination of a

given basis (ei, . . .

, en) of Tx(Mn), i.e

e
= g{ej g G GL(n,M) (A.85)

Definition A.4.4 Let F(Mn) be the space ofpairs (x, px) for all x G T(Mn). It can

be described in terms of fibre bundle structures, namely (F(Mn),Mn,TT, GL(n,R)),

called frame bundle. There is a bijection between the set of all frames in Tx(Mn)
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and GL(n, R). The structure group (diffeomorphisms of the typical fibre onto itself)

is GL(n,R). In the case of frame bundles, the typical fibre also is GL(n,R), which

is endowed with a natural manifold structure as an open set of Rn .

One of the most useful classes of bundles is those of principal fibre bundles.

Definition A.4. 5 A principal fibre bundle is characterized by the following prop

erty: The typical fibre is isomorphic to the structural group and G acts on F by left

translation.

Remark A.4. 2 Therefore the frame bundle introduced before is a principal bundle.

Left translation is an operation playing an important role in the theory of

Lie groups.

Definition A.4.6 Let Lg : G (-> G be a mapping of G onto itself. Then Lg(h) = gh

is called a left translation.

Each fibre of a principal fibre bundle (P,M, 7T, G) is diffeomorphic to the

typical fibre F = G. This diffeomorphism is not canonical but depends on the choice

of the covering on the base space and the choice ofmappings fa : it~l(Ui) -> UiX G.

Therefore we need to construct a connection on P to be able to define actions such

as parallel transport and horizontal lifts, i.e to be able to relate any fibres along an

arbitrary curve on the base space (see [1], p.357 ff).

A connection on a principal bundle defines the covariant derivative of sections

of some vector bundles. Such bundles will be referred to as associated vector bundles.

Definition A.4. 7 A vector bundle (E,M,7T\,F,G) is called associated to the prin

cipal bundle (P,M, tt, F = G) by the representation p of G on the vector space F,

if its transition functions are the images under p of the corresponding transition

functions of the principal bundle.
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Appendix B

Proofs

In this chapter of the appendix a selection of the most important proofs needed

"along the way" is presented in a compact way. The intention was to give the

reader the possibility to look up all the proofs in one place and to reduce ballast in

the main part and improve readability of the text.

The following theorem was mentioned without proof in the manifolds section of

appendix A.l:

Theorem B.0.1 Let M be a manifold, X G TM a tangent vector field on M and

ueQr(M),r}e ns(M) forms on M. Then

ix(uAr)) = (ixoj) + (-l)ruA(ixr}) (B.l)

Proof Let X2, - -

, Xr+S be tangent vector fields on M and X\ = X.

ix(u Ari)(X2,... ,Xr+s) = (u Ar))(Xi,X2,.-. ,Xr+s)

=

^i E sgn(P)u(XP{1),...,XP{r))
'

Pesr+S

X77p^P(r+l)>--- ,XP(r+s))
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Writing the two terms on the right hand side in coordinate free representation yields

(ixu) An(X2,... ,Xr+s) =
,

n| , Y sgn(P)u(Xi,XP{2),... ,XP{r))
fEbr+s-1

Xrl(Xp{r+l),--- ,XP{r+s))

uA(ixr))(X2,...,Xr+s) =

_ ]T sgn(P)u(XP{l),... ,XP{r))
r'^s >'

PeSr+s-l

X77(Xi,Xp(r+2),... ,XP(r+s))

Adding these two contributions and comparing them to the left hand side

leads to the following equation, which is left to prove:

Y sgn(P)u(XP^,... ,Xp(r))77(XP(r+1),... ,ATP(r+s))
PG.Sr+s

= Y sgn(P)r -u(Xi,XP(2),--- ,XP(r))ri(XP(r+i),--- ,XP(r+s^)
PtSr+s-l

+ (-l)r5-w(Ip(2),... ,^P(r+l))7?(^l5^P(r-+2)- ^P(r+s))

This equation can be easily verified by taking a close look at it. Observe that

there are r possibilities to permute X\ in the first term and s such possibilities in the

second term of the right hand side. The (-l)r has to be put in, because for odd r

one picks up a minus sign when permuting X\ r times from (Xi, XP(2) > ^P(r+s))

to (Xp(2),... ,^P(r+l)5^l)^P(r+2)?- ^P(r+s))- a-e-d

Remark B.0.3 Forms on a Grafimannian manifold 1M (the 1 stands for grade 1,

odd) are symmetric, therefore the theorem above would read slightly different.

Theorem B.0.2 Let lM be a Grafimannian manifold, x a tangent vector field on

lM and r G Or(1M), s G Os(:M) forms on lM. Then

ix(r A s) = (ixr) A s + r A (ixs) (B.2)
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Theorem B.0.3 Let M be an (ordinary) manifold, X a tangent vector field on M

and let f G C(M) a smooth function on M. Then we may define a "generalized"

Lie derivative Cxu by:

LXfU - (efix + ixef)u = Xfu = Cxfu (B.3)

Proof Let u G O(M) be an arbitrary form on M. Making use of theorem

B.0.1 we write

ix(efu) + efixv = (ixdf) A u + (-l)xdf A (ixu) + d/ A (ixu)

(?xd/) A u = Xfu q.e.d

Remark B.0.4 Again, for a Grafimannian manifold 1M this theorem would appear

slightly different. Let x be a tangent vector field on XM and <p G C00(1M) fee a smooth

function on 1M.

x<t>o = (ixe^
-

e^o = (xfajo = (Cx<p)o, (BA)

where o G 0(1M).
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Appendix C

Symbols and Notation

The following list provides an overview of the symbols and notations used throughout

the text. It should serve as a quick reference to readers who are not familiar with

the subject or do not want to read all the mathematical preliminaries before reading

the main part of the work.
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symbol/notation meaning/explanation
xa ordinary (c-type) variable

Ca Grafimann variable

xA collective index xA = (xa,a)
[.] supercommutator

u Lie bracket (indicated explicitly)
[,]-/[,] commutator

[.]+/{,} anticommutator

{,} Poisson or Peierls bracket (indicated explicitly)
(,) duality, dual product
A parity of A

z supernumber
u even part of supernumber
v odd part of supernumber

ZB body of supernumber

zs soul of supernumber

Aat/oo Grafimann algebra (N/oo generators)
Cc / Ca set of all commuting / anticommuting numbers

R-c / R-a real subset of Cc / Ca

IU) Berezin integral of /
Rm|i/ superspace represented by ra real and v Grafimann variables

Rcm x Ra" superspace represented by ra elements of Rc and v elements of Ra
Mm ordinary manifold of dimension m

M(m>1/) supermanifold with ra even and v odd dimensions

lM Grafimannian manifold

LT / L transpose/supertranspose of L
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n parity operator, changes parity of fiber coordinates

xm identical coordinate representation on M

TM/T*M tangent/cotangent bundles over M

UTM/UT*M symmetric supermanifolds

Sm TMxMT*M

Em IITMxMIIT*M, dual. sym. supermanifold

/(<?) function of ordinary variables

F(o,,7r) superfunction (both c- and a-type variables)

n(M) set of smooth differential forms on M

nr(M) set of r-forms on M

Or(xM) set of Grafimannian r-forms

fifc/fit set of bottom/top elements

D general differential operator

* Lie derivative with respect to X

^ constituent of ascending de-Rham-complex of degree p

A* direct sum of constituents Ap of the asc. de-Rham-complex

Or r-chain

>r diff. op. of order r / constituent of desc. de-Rham-complex
> direct sum of Vr,s

dr/d exterior derivative

ix interior product

d boundary operator

ef
= e(f) = e(df) d/A
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